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Abstract
Suppose we are given a gigantic communication network, but are only interested in a small
number of nodes (clients). There are many routing problems we could be asked to solve
for our clients. Is there a much smaller network - that we could write down on a sheet of
paper and put in our pocket - that approximately preserves all the relevant communication
properties of the original network? As we will demonstrate, the answer to this question is
YES, and we call this smaller network a vertex sparsifier.
In fact, if we are asked to solve a sequence of optimization problems characterized
by cuts or flows, we can compute a good vertex sparsifier ONCE and discard the original
network. We can run our algorithms (or approximation algorithms) on the vertex sparsifier
as a proxy - and still recover approximately optimal solutions in the original network. This
novel pattern saves both space (because the network we store is much smaller) and time
(because our algorithms run on a much smaller graph).
Additionally, we apply these ideas to obtain a master theorem for graph partitioning
problems - as long as the integrality gap of a standard linear programming relaxation is
bounded on trees, then the integrality gap is at most a logarithmic factor larger for general
networks. This result implies optimal bounds for many well studied graph partitioning
problems as a special case, and even yields optimal bounds for more challenging problems
that had not been studied before. Morally, these results are all based on the idea that even
though the structure of optimal solutions can be quite complicated, these solution values
can be approximated by crude (even linear) functions.
Thesis Supervisor: F. Thomson Leighton
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The only certainties in life are death, taxes and that communication networks grow and
become increasingly complex over time. This natural law gives us, as computer scientists,
a mandate. We should develop methods to store these networks, and develop algorithms
(for various optimization problems we may want to solve) that still run in some reasonable
amount of time on a massive network. There is another possibility. Maybe these networks
are not actually all that large.
As a motivating example, suppose we are a content provider, say Akamai, and we
have a small number of data centers distributed throughout some gigantic communication
network. These data centers store large files, and we may periodically want to transfer
some of these files between different data centers. This is a communication problem - our
goal is to find some routing scheme in the original network, that achieves large throughput
and transfers the contents of these files as quickly as possible. Over time, we may be asked
to solve a number of communication problems of this type.
Question 1. Is there a much smaller communication network that approximates all the
relevant communication properties of the original network?
Can we reduce the number of edges in the communication network? The celebrated
results of Benczur and Karger give a positive answer [15]. In general, we can reduce the
number of edges so that the total number of edges is nearly-linear in the total number of
nodes in the communication network. However, most communication networks are already
sparse in this sense. A typical node in the internet backbone connects to only a constant
number of neighbors. See Figure 1.2.
We could ask a more bold question: Can we reduce the number of nodes? In our
example, we are only interested in transferring files between different data centers. The
structure of the original network is only relevant to us in so far as it impacts how we can
communicate between data centers. Is there a high-throughput set of paths to transfer the
contents of a file from data center A to data center B? Can we simultaneously send a large
file from data center A to data center B and from data center C to data center D?
We will ask for something even stronger. Our goal will be to find a communication net-
work on just the data centers that approximates all the relevant communication properties
of the original network. We will call this graph a vertex sparsifier. For any communica-
tion problem we could ever be asked to solve, we want this vertex sparsifier to be a good
approximation to the original network. In our example, this vertex sparsifier would be a
graph on just four nodes. Consequently, we could write this network down on a sheet of
paper, and put it in our pocket.
Throughout this paper, we will use G to refer to the original network and H to refer
to the corresponding vertex sparsifier. Additionally, we will refer to the data centers as
terminals, and we will denote this set as K. For now, we will not address the question of
whether a good vertex sparsifier should exist. As it turns out, these graphs do exist. In fact,
we do not need to make any assumptions at all about the structure of the original network,
and for more realistic models of networks, we obtain even stronger results.
What if good vertex sparsifiers do exist? What if there is indeed some much smaller
network that captures all the relevant communication properties of a massive communica-
tion network? We could hope that knowing a good vertex sparsifier would save us space
- because we would only need to store a much smaller network. We could also hope to
save time - because we could run our algorithms on a much smaller network as a proxy for
running directly on the original network.
Let us formalize the types of routing problems that we will consider, so that we can
state our results more precisely. We will be interested in are minimum congestion routing
problems. In general, we will represent a routing problem as a vector r' of numbers - one
number for each pair of terminals. We will call F a demand vector. Let a and b be terminals.
The number Fa,b corresponding to the pair (a, b) represents the rate at which we would like
to transfer information from terminal a to terminal b. A valid routing solution is a choice
of flows - one for each pair of terminals - so that for each pair of terminals (a, b) the flow
value from a to b is equal to the target rate ra,b.
Of course, there are many ways to map rates to flows in a communication network.
Our goal will be to find a mapping that does not overload the bandwidth of any link by
too much. To this end, we can define a notion of the congestion on a link as the total
flow traversing the link, divided by the intrinsic bandwidth of the link. Our goal in the
minimum congestion routing problem is to find a a valid routing solution that minimizes
the worst case congestion on any link. We can intuitively think of the most congested link
in a network as being the "bottleneck". So if we are interested in sending large amounts
of data, the minimum congestion routing solution will achieve the largest throughput (in
steady state).
We ask: Is there a graph H on just the set of terminals, so that (simultaneously) for every
demand vector F, the minimum congestion of routing F in G is approximately the same as
the minimum congestion of routing F in H? We will refer to the multiplicative factor by
which H approximates G as the "quality" of H as a vertex sparsifier. See Chapter 2 for
formal definitions.
1.1 Our Results.
We can now state our main results:
Good quality vertex sparsifiers exist! In fact, for any capacitated graph G = (V, E)
on n nodes, and for any set of k terminals K C V, there is always a (capacitated) vertex
sparsifier on just the set of terminals H = (K, EH) that has quality O(log k/log log k).
Surprisingly, this factor is independent of the size of the original network. No matter how
massive the original network is, in our example, we can always find a graph on just four
nodes that captures all relevant communication properties of the original network within a
small constant factor. Moreover, this factor depends sub-logarithmically on the number of
terminals (or data centers, in our example).
To phrase our results another way: we can imagine that the original communication
network will grow over time. Yet there is always some small, faithful representation of
the relevant communication properties. This representation will also change over time, but
does not grow. In our example, this representation is always a network on just four nodes!
For realistic models of networks, our results are even stronger. For "simple" graphs
there is always a constant quality vertex sparsifier. Hence, the factor by which our vertex
sparsifier approximates the original network is actually independent of the number of nodes
in the network, and is even independent of the number of terminals. We will give the
technical definition of "simple" later, but we note that many common types of networks
meet this condition. Planar networks (which can arise in some road networks), graphs that
exclude a fixed minor (the internet graph is well-known to exclude a small, fixed minor)
and even graphs that have small separators at every scale (as is typical in social networks)
all fit this technical condition and hence have a constant quality vertex sparsifier.
Additionally, we can compute a good quality vertex sparsifier quickly - in time quadratic
in the size of the original network. This is interesting because the running time of com-
puting a good quality vertex sparsifier matches the running time of solving just a single
minimum congestion routing problem. Yet a good vertex sparsifier will help us solve not
just one but actually a sequence of routing problems quickly. We can compute a good ver-
tex sparsifier just once and for any routing problem we are asked to solve, we can compute
a near-optimal solution by running a minimum congestion routing algorithm on our vertex
sparsifier, as opposed to running directly on the original network. Hence, the amortized
time to compute a good routing solution is actually independent of the size of the original
network, and depends polynomially on the number of terminals.
Finally, approximation really is necessary. Vertex sparsification is an example of a
ubiquitous theme in combinatorial optimization, where the goal is to preserve some com-
binatorial family of parameters on a smaller graph. Vertex sparsification departs from this
agenda by asking to preserve a family of parameters that captures computationally hard pa-
rameters too. A good vertex sparsifier will approximately preserve the value of the sparsest
cut and the values of a whole laundry list of other NP-hard graph partitioning problems.
Indeed, Makarychev and Makarychev [48] prove (unconditionally) that we cannot in gen-
eral hope for a vertex sparsifier with quality better than Q(V/log k). This lower bound is
polynomially related to the upper bound, and is based on exciting connections to functional
analysis.
1.2 Applications to Routing.
Given these results, let us return to minimum congestion routing. How does a good vertex
sparsifier help us solve a sequence of routing problems quickly? We have only required
a good vertex sparsifier to preserve values. But what does approximately knowing the
minimum congestion we can achieve really tell us aboutfinding a good routing?
In fact, there is a canonical way to map good routing schemes in H back to good routing
schemes in G. Hence, knowing a good vertex sparsifier not only helps us (approximately)
determine the value of a minimum congestion routing in G (without looking at G), we can
also determine an approximately optimal routing (again, without looking at G). To explain
this principle, let us assume that a good vertex sparsifier is always a better communication
network than the original network. Formally, we want H to be such that for any demand
vector r, the minimum congestion of routing r' in H is always at most the minimum con-
gestion of routing r' in G. This condition is easy to satisfy - we could just as well set each
capacity in H to be infinite. The challenge is in ensuring that H is a faithful representation
of the communication properties of G. In fact, the condition that H now be a good vertex
sparsifier means that for any demand vector r, the minimum congestion of routing r' in H
is smaller but must never be too much smaller than the minimum congestion of routing T'
in G.
We can choose H itself as a demand vector - i.e. for each pair of terminals (a, b), we
can set the target rate ra,b equal to the bandwidth of the link from a to b in H. The resulting
demand vector r' has a good routing solution in H: for each pair of terminals, we can
send a flow of value 'a,b directly on the link (a, b) in H. This explicit routing scheme is
a low-congestion routing of r' in H and since H is a good quality vertex sparsifier, r' must
also have a low-congestion routing in G. We can interpret a low-congestion routing of T'
K = {a,b,c,d}
iy vertex sparsifier
ea
1d
C C
Figure 1-1: Vertex sparsification, applied to the internet backbone.
in G as a method to simulate H in G without too much slow-down (after all, H is a better
communication network but not too much better). See Figure 1,2.
For each pair of terminals (a, b), this simulation is literally a flow of value cH(a, b) from
a to b in G (where cH(a, b) is the bandwidth of the link (a, b) in H). We can regard these
flow paths from a to b as the image of the link (a, b) that is present in H. Then we can
correspondingly map any path in H to a concatenation of these images in G, and this gives
us a fixed method to map a good routing solution in H to a pretty-good routing solution in
G. The multiplicative factor by which the congestion increases, when mapping a routing
solution back to G, is equal to the quality of H as a vertex sparsifier.
It is not surprising that this is a routing strategy: we can always fix paths between
each pair of terminals, and restrict our routing schemes to using only these paths. What is
surprising is that there is a method to fix these paths in advance (just by computing a good
simulation of H in G) so that whatever routing problem we are asked to solve, restricting
ourselves to using these paths is still a near-optimal routing strategy.
Once we have computed a good quality vertex sparsifier H, the incremental running
. .......... .
time to compute a (near-optimal) routing of r' in G is just the time to run a minimum
congestion routing algorithm on H. In our example, the amortized running time needed to
compute a good routing scheme in the original network can actually be done in constant
time and is independent of the size of the original network!
1.3 Applications to Graph Partitioning.
Additionally, we apply the ideas of vertex sparsification to obtain a master theorem for
graph partitioning problems - as long as there is a good approximation algorithm when the
input network is a tree, there is a good approximation algorithm whose approximation ratio
is at most a logarithmic (in IK 1) factor larger for general networks. Often, it is much easier
to design an approximation algorithm for a graph partitioning problem that works well on
trees than it is to design one for general networks.
Moreover, the actual design of these approximation algorithms (for the general case) is
often sensitive to seemingly minor details in the definition of the optimization problem. For
example, the goal in generalized sparsest cut is to cut few edges, and disconnect many pairs
of demands. Yet the goal in the multi-cut problem is to cut few edges, and disconnect all
pairs. In the case of sparsest cut, the optimal rounding algorithm for rounding the standard
linear programming relaxation is based on low distortion embeddings into f1. Yet the
optimal rounding algorithm for multi-cut is based on the purely combinatorial technique
of region growing. Curiously, the answer to how good the natural linear programming
relaxation is, is the same in both of these cases. The integrality gap is logarithmic in the
number of terminals.
Question 2. Why does a slight variation on the constraints of a graph partitioning problem
lead to completely different rounding algorithms (for the standard linear programming
relaxation), but ultimately the same approximation factor?
Here we are able to give a universal rounding algorithm for graph partitioning problems.
Given any rounding algorithm (for the standard linear programming relaxation) when the
input network is a tree as a black-box, we can apply the ideas of vertex sparsification to
obtain a rounding algorithm that works well for general networks. Hence we obtain a
robust answer to the above question - these problems all have the same integrality gap,
precisely because the integrality gap is constant on trees. We can use this paradigm to
give optimal rounding algorithms for many well-studied graph partitioning problems (such
as generalized sparsest cut and mult-cut) as a special case and we can even give optimal
results for more challenging problems that had not been previously studied.
The central idea behind this result is that minimum congestion routing is mathemati-
cally expressive. We will call the set of demand vectors f that can be routed in G with
congestion at most one the unit congestion polytope. Then minimum congestion routing is
expressive in the sense that the unit congestion polytope exactly determines the values of a
number of combinatorial parameters of G. For example, does G have a sparse cut? Does
G have a small multi-cut? The values of each of these optimization problems (and many
more) can be determined by the values of optimizing (exponentially many) linear functions
over the unit congestion polytope. Hence, a good vertex sparsifier H not only approxi-
mately preserves the unit congestion polytope but also the values of these combinatorial
parameters.
So we can compute a good vertex sparsifier as pre-processing step before running an
approximation algorithm for these various problems. In fact, we can take this idea further
and ask not only for H to be small (i.e. a graph on just the set of terminals) but also sim-
ple in the sense that H can be realized as a convex combination of "contraction-based"
trees. This result will allow us to algorithmically reduce a graph partitioning problem to
a tree on just the set of terminals. In doing-so, we pay a multiplicative factor in the ap-
proximation guarantee which is logarithmic in the number of terminals (which corresponds
to the quality of the best vertex sparsifier that can be achieved as a convex combination
of "contraction-based" trees). Hence, we obtain our master theorem - and an explanation
for why O(log KI) always seems to be the right answer for how well a standard linear
programming relaxation approximates a myriad of different NP-hard graph partitioning
problems.
Next, we give an outline of the organization of this thesis.
1.4 Outline
In Chapter 2 we will state the main definitions and results in this thesis formally. In Chap-
ter 3 we prove that good vertex sparsifiers exist, and we give a fast algorithm for computing
good vertex sparsifiers based on multiplicative weights. In Chapter 4 we give an algorithm
with improved guarantees, and also we give a universal rounding algorithm for graph par-
titioning problems. In Chapter 5 we give lower bounds on the quality of a vertex sparsifier,
and we give a number of separation results that show that certain restrictions of vertex
sparsifiers can be have asymptotically worse quality than others. We also demonstrate that
directed vertex sparsification is impossible. In Chapter 6 we give additional applications
of vertex sparsification. Specifically, we give optimal results for a certain oblivious routing
problem, and we also demonstrate how graph layout problems can also be solved using our
framework. In Chapter 7 we highlight open questions.
The results in this thesis appear in [49], [44], and [20]. We note that the results of [48]
and [25], which are also on the topic of vertex sparsification, are not included in this thesis,
but see the results of Makarychev and Makarychev [48] for the best known lower bound of
Q( /log k) for vertex sparsification.
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Chapter 2
Main Results, Formally
Here we state the main results and introduce notation that will be used throughout this
thesis.
2.1 Cut Sparsifiers
We begin by asking for a weaker condition to be met: namely, we want a graph on just the
set of terminals that approximately preserves the value of minimum cuts separating subsets
of terminals.
Suppose we are given an undirected, capacitated graph G = (V, E) and a set K C V
of terminals of size k. Let c : E -+ R+ be the capacity function of this graph. Let
h : 2v -+ R+ denote the cut function of G:
h(U) = E c(e)
eCG(U)
where 6(U) denotes the set of edges crossing the cut (U, V - U). We define the function
hK :K _ R+ which we refer to as the terminal cut function on K:
hK(A) = min h(U)
UcV S.t. UnK=A
We will also use 6K(A) to denote the set of pairs (a, b) E K which cross the partition
(A, K - A). The combinatorial interpretation of the terminal cut function is that hK(A)
is just the minimum edge cut separating A from K - A in G. Note that A is required to
be a subset of K and that we can compute the value and cut achieving hK(A) using any
max-flow algorithm.
Definition 1. H is a cut-sparsifierfor the graph G = (V, E) and the terminal set K if H is
a graph on just the terminal set K (i.e. H = (K, EH)) and if the cut function h' : 2 K __+ R+
of H satisfies (for all A C K)
hK(A) -h(A).
The goal of a cut-sparsifier is to everywhere approximate the terminal cut function. So
then we can define a notion of quality for any particular cut-sparsifier, which captures how
faithfully the cut function of H everywhere approximates the terminal cut function:
Definition 2. The quality of a cut-sparsifier H is defined as
h'( A)
max Ac K hK(A)
We will abuse notation and define = 1 so that when A is disconnected from K - A in0
G or if A 0 or A = K, the ratio of the two cut functions is 1 and we ignore these cases
when computing the worst-case ratio and consequently the quality of a cut-sparsifier.
Theorem 1. For any capacitated graph G = (V, E), for any set K C V of |K| = k ter-
minals, there is an O(log k/ log log k) -quality cut-sparsifier H = (K, EH). If G excludes
K,, as a minor then there is an O(r2 )-quality cut-sparsifier.
This result appears in Section 3.1.
Many naturally occurring networks do in fact exclude a small, fixed minor: road net-
works are often (close to) planar, the internet graph is well-known to have small treewidth,
and even social networks have the so-called padded decomposition property which is also
enough to guarantee that constant quality cut-sparsifiers exist.
2.2 Comparison
There are many results in combinatorial optimization that demonstrate that certain graph
connectivity properties can be approximated on a smaller graph. For example, if we define
the local connectivity of two terminals a, b E K as the minimum cut in G separating a and
b, then Mader's Theorem (see [43]) implies that there is a graph H = (K, EH) so that for
all pairs of terminals a, b E K, H exactly preserves the local connectivity.
Yet results of this form only guarantee that H preserves minimum cuts separating sub-
sets of terminals for small subsets of terminals. Here, preserving the local connectivity
only requires preserving the minimum cuts separating single pairs of terminals from each
other. Consider, for example, the graph G which is the complete bipartite graph with the
k terminals on one side and 2 nodes on the other. The local connectivity between any pair
of terminals is 2, and applying the splitting-off operation in Mader's Theorem iteratively
results in the graph H = (K, EH) which is a cycle. This preserves the local connectivity
exactly, and yet if we bisect the cycle we get an edge cut of size 2 in H that cuts the graph
into two Q(k)-sized sets of terminals A and K - A. But the capacity of the minimum cut
separating A from K - A in G is Q(k). So the cut function of H does not well approximate
the terminal cut function everywhere. And in general, results in combinatorial optimiza-
tion about preserving minimum cuts separating small subsets of terminals will be useless
for our purposes.
We also note that many graph partitioning problems (for example generalized sparsest
cut, or generalized bisection type problems) depend on minimum cuts separating A and
K - A for large sized sets A. So if we are given a graph H which approximately preserves
just the small terminal cuts, we cannot guarantee that mapping, say, a generalized sparsest
cut problem to H approximately preserves the value of the optimum. So if we want to
perform reductions that are oblivious to the particular optimization problem, we really do
need to preserve all minimum cuts separating every subset of terminals, and the above
question really is the right question in this context.
There is also an extensive line of work on edge sparsification - where the goal is to find
a (capacitated) graph G' = (V, E') so that for any cut in G, the corresponding cut in G' has
value within an 1 ± c factor. Benczur and Karger give a fast, random sampling approach
which achieves IE'I = O(IVI log IVI) [15]. Generalizing these results, Spielman and Teng
construct a nearly-linear sized graph G' that preserves the spectrum of the Laplacian [58].
Batson, Spielman and Srivastava recently proved that in fact, only 0(1 VI) edges are needed
to preserve the spectrum of the Laplacian [13]. However, we underscore that these results
do not reduce the number of nodes in a graph.
Additionally, Racke proves that a capacitated graph can be replaced by a distribution on
"decomposition trees" that approximately preserves the value of the minimum congestion
routing for each demand vector IF within an 0 (log I VI) factor [53], [54]. This decompo-
sition has been useful in designing approximation algorithms for a wide range of graph
partitioning problems. The results of Racke can also be used to obtain a reasonable quality
cut (or flow) sparsifier, but unlike the results in this thesis the approximation guarantee will
depend (logarithmically) on the size of the original graph. Moreover, the results in [54]
do not improve in the case of graphs that exclude a small, fixed minor. By comparison,
in this case we are able to compute a cut (or flow) sparsifier whose quality is a constant
independent of the size of the original graph, and independent of the number of terminals.
We are also able to get stronger guarantees for other problems from our results. For exam-
ple, in Section 6.1 we are able to obtain an oblivious routing scheme (for demand vectors
restricted to a set K C V of clients) whose competitive ratio is O(log |KI) while the results
in [54] only yield an 0(log IVI) competitive ratio.
2.3 Flow Sparsifiers
Next, we ask for a stronger condition to be met: we want a graph on just the set of terminals
that approximately preserves minimum congestion routing. Let us first define the maximum
concurrent flow problem:
An instance of the maximum concurrent flow problem consists of an undirected graph
G = (V, E), a capacity function c : E -+ R+ that assigns a non-negative capacity to
each edge, and a set of demands {(si, ti, fi)} where si, ti E V and fi is a non-negative
demand. We denote K = Ui{si, ti}. The maximum concurrent flow question asks, given
such an instance, what is the largest fraction of the demand that can be simultaneously
satisfied? This problem can be formulated as a polynomial-sized linear program, and hence
can be solved in polynomial time. However, a more natural formulation of the maximum
concurrent flow problem can be written using an exponential number of variables.
For any a, b E V let Pab be the set of all (simple) paths from a to b in G. Then the
maximum concurrent flow problem and the corresponding dual can be written as:
max A min E, d(e)c(e)
s.t. s.t.
Epj x(P) > Aft VpEpZ,t, eEP d(e) > D(si, ti)
ZPDe X(i) C(e) E D(si, ti)fi > 1
x(P) 0 d(e) 2 0, D(si, ti) 0
For a maximum concurrent flow problem, let A* denote the optimum.
Let IKI = k. Then for a given set of demands {si, ti, fi}, we associate a vector f E
R(2) in which each coordinate corresponds to a pair (x, y) E (') and the value fxy is
defined as the demand fi for the terminal pair si = x, t, = y.
Definition 3. We denote congG Y
Or equivalently congG(f) is the minimum C s.t. f can be routed in G and the total flow
on any edge is at most C times the capacity of the edge.
Definition 4. H = (K, EH) is a flow-sparsifier iffor all f C R con gH(f) <_ con9G)
So a flow-sparisifer is a "better" flow network than the original graph, in the sense that
all demands (with endpoints supported in K) that are routable in G (with congestion at
most 1) can also be routed in H.
Definition 5. The quality of a flow-sparsifier H is max 2 (f)fGRM coH(f)
Theorem 2. For any capacitated graph G = (V, E), for any set K c V of IK| =
k terminals, there is an O(log k/ log log k)-quality flow-sparsifier H = (K, EH). If G
excludes K,,, as a minor, then there is an O(r 2)-quality flow-sparsiper.
This result appears in Section 3.2. See also Section 3.2.2 for a comparison between cut
and flow-sparsification. In particular, flow-sparsification is no easier than cut-sparsification
and conversely flow-sparsifiers can be obtained from cut-sparsifiers, with some degradation
in quality corresponding to how well multicommodity flows are approximated by sparsest
cuts.
We also give a fast algorithm for computing a good flow-sparsifier (and hence the graph
that this algorithm returns is also a good cut-sparsifier):
Theorem 3. There is an algorithm that for any capacitated graph G = (V, E), for any
set K C V of K = k terminals, computes an O(log k/log log k)-quality flow-sparsifier
H = (K, EH) in time O(km 2 ) where m = |E|.
Theorem 4. There is an algorithm that for any capacitated graph G = (V, E) that ex-
cludes Kr,r as a minor and for any set K C V of |K = k terminals, computes an O(r 2 )_
quality flow-sparsifier H = (K, EH) in time O(km 2) where m = |El.
Here, the hidden constant depends polynomially on r. These results appear in Sec-
tion 3.2.4, and in Section 4.1.2 we give another algorithm for computing a good quality
flow-sparsifier, and this algorithm has the additional benefit that the output is guaranteed to
have quality that is at least as good as the best quality that can be achieved through "con-
tractions". Hence, if the integrality gap for the semi-metric relaxation for the 0-extension
problem (see Section 3.1.1) is 0(Vlog k), this algorithm already computes an 0( log k)-
quality flow-sparsifier.
2.4 Universal Rounding Algorithms
An important application of vertex sparsification is that given a good quality vertex spar-
sifier H, an approximation algorithm can be run on H as a proxy for running directly on
G. Because the size (number of nodes) of H is IKI, any approximation algorithm that
achieves a poly(log IV1)-approximation guarantee in general will achieve a poly(log IKI)
approximation guarantee when run on H (provided that the quality a- is also poly(log IKI)).
Feasible solutions in H can also be mapped back to feasible solutions in G for many of
these problems, so polynomial time constructions for good cut-sparsifiers yield black box
techniques for designing approximation algorithms with guarantees poly(log |K) (and in-
dependent of the size of the graph).
Hence, we pay an additional price in the approximation guarantee that corresponds to
how well H approximates G. We can ask:
Question 3. Do we really need to pay a price (in the approximation guarantee) when
applying vertex sparsification to an optimization problem?
In many cases, we can combine the steps of computing a good quality vertex sparsifier,
and computing a near-optimal solution to an optimization problem (on the vertex sparsi-
fier). We can simultaneously ask for a vertex sparsifier that has good quality and also on
which our optimization problem is easy.
In particular, we observe that we can compute O(log k)-quality flow-sparsifiers (and
hence have a slightly worse quality factor) but which can be realized as a convex combina-
tion of (in a technical sense) contraction-based trees. A similar idea appears in [25].
Definition 6. We call an optimization problem D a fractional graph partitioning problem
if it can be written as (for some monotone increasing function f):
min E(u,v)EE c(u, v)d(u, v)
S. t.
d : V x V -+ R+ is a semi-metric
f (d K>
We refer to this as a graph partitioning problem because the goal is to separate pairs of
terminals, without stretching too many high capacity edges. We will call the dual problem
P a fractional packing problem. To make this definition seem more natural, we demonstrate
that a number of well-studied problems fit into this framework for an appropriate choice of
the monotone increasing function f.
Let ID' denote the integral dual graph partitioning problem. We will refer to the relax-
ation in Definition 6 D for ID as the semi-metric relaxation.
Example 1. [45], [46], [8] P: maximum concurrent flow; ID: generalized sparsest cut
Here we are given some demand vector r' E R 2), and the goal is to maximize the value
C such that Ci' is feasible in G. Then the dual to this problem corresponds to minimizing
the total distance x capacity units, subject to the constraint that E(a,b) ra,bd(a, b) > 1,
where d is the induced semi-metric on K. This function is clearly a monotone increasing
function of the distances between pairs of terminals, and hence is an example of what we
call a graph packing problem.
Example 2. [31] P: maximum multiflow; ID: multicut
Here we are given some pairs of terminals T C (K), and the goal is to find a demand
vector r' that can be routed in G that maximizes E(a,b)ET ra,b. The dual to this problem
corresponds to minimizing the total distance x capacity units, subject to the constraint that
min(a,b)GT{d(a, b)} > 1, and this again is a monotone increasing function of the distances
between pairs of terminals, and hence is also an example of what we call a graph packing
problem.
Example 3. ID: Steiner multi-cut
Example 4. ID: Steiner minimum-bisection
Example 5. [51] P: multicast routing; ID: requirement cut
This is another partitioning problem, and the input is again a set of subsets {Ri}i. Each
subset Ri is also given at requirement ri, and the goal is to minimize the total capacity
removed from G, in order to ensure that each subset Ri is contained in at least ri different
components. Similarly to the Steiner multi-cut problem, the standard relaxation for this
problem is to minimize the total amount of distance x capacity units allocated in G, s.t.
for each i the minimum spanning tree T (on the induced metric on K) on every subset Ri
has total distance at least ri. This again can be cast into the above framework, by writing
this constraint as min{mni E(,b)ET d(a,b) } > 1 (where H, denotes the set of trees on Ri).
The dual problem P is often solved in order to find good multicast routing schemes.
Hence the notion of a fractional graph partitioning problem is quite general, and cap-
tures many interesting, well-studied optimization problems as a special case. This defini-
tion even captures much more expressive and challenging optimization problems that had
not been studied before. Yet there is still enough structure to this definition to define a
universal rounding algorithm, that simultaneously works well for this entire class of opti-
mization problems. No matter what we choose for the monotone increasing function f, the
value of the semi-metric relaxation on depends on the set of demand vectors that can be
routed in G with congestion at most one. So we can use the ideas of vertex sparsification
to algorithmically reduce the input graph to a tree, while still approximately preserving the
integrality gap of the semi-metric relaxation:
Theorem 5. For any fractional graph partitioning problem D, the maximum integrality
gap of the semi-metric relaxation is at most 0(log k) times the maximum integrality gap
restricted to trees.
We can make this algorithmic:
Theorem 6. Given a polynomial time rounding algorithm for the semi-metric relaxation
on trees that achieves an approximation ratio of C, there is a polynomial time rounding
algorithmfor the semi-metric relaxation on general graphs that achieves an approximation
ratio of 0(C log k).
Hence, designing a rounding algorithm that works for general graphs is no harder than
designing one that works on trees. These results appear in Section 4.2.
2.5 Lower Bounds and Separations
In many interesting cases, constant quality cut-sparsifiers exist. Yet in general, approx-
imation is necessary and there are families of graphs that have no constant quality cut-
sparsifiers. This implies that there are no constant quality flow-sparsifiers for these fami-
lies either. The best lower bound is due to Makarychev and Makarychev [48]) who give a
family of graphs for which no cut-sparsifier has quality better than Q( log k). This result
'The notion of what constitutes an integral solution depends on the problem. In some cases, it translates
to the requirement that all distances be 0 or 1, and in other cases it can mean something else. The important
point is that the notion of integral just defines a class of admissible metric, as opposed to arbitrary metrics
which can arise in the packing problem.
is based on exciting connections to the Lipschitz extendability problem which has been
studied in functional analysis since the 1950s.
Here, we give an elementary Q(log/ 4 k) lower bound that relies only on duality and
estimates for binomial coefficients.
Theorem 7. There is an infinite family of graphs for which no cut-sparsifier of quality
better than Q(log'/ 4 k).
This result appears in Section 5.1.1.
We can show that for this particular family of graphs, no contraction based cut-sparsifier
can have quality better than Q(Vlog k). Yet for this family of graphs, we demonstrate a
family of cut-sparsifiers based on random walks that achieve quality o( log k). Interest-
ingly, the upper bounds that we present (and in fact, all known upper bounds for general
graphs) produce vertex sparsifiers through contractions. Yet, this result allows us to demon-
strate that the best quality cut-sparsifiers do not always result from contractions:
Theorem 8. There is an infinite family of graphs so that the ratio of the best quality cut-
sparsifier to the best quality cut-sparsifier that can be achieved through a distribution on
contractions is o(1) =(g 2loo)
This result appears in Section 5.1.
Yet another wrinkle to this result is that flow-sparsifiers that are based on contractions
actually preserve more than just the congestion of multicommodity flows. In fact, con-
traction based flow-sparsifiers of quality a also preserve network coding rates within the
same a factor as well. In contract, a flow-sparsifier that is not contraction based that has
quality a is not known to also preserve network coding rates within this factor - in part be-
cause the relationship between network coding rate and multicommodity flow rate is poorly
understood and in fact has implications for circuit lower bounds.
So requiring a flow-sparsifier to be generated from a convex combination of contrac-
tions actually requires it to do more than just approximately preserve the congestion of
every multicommodity flow problem. And this problem is asymptotically harder, in some
cases, than the problem of just preserving multicommodity flow rates. See Section 3.2.5.
We also give another separation, which demonstrates that flow-sparsification can be
asymptotically harder than cut-sparsification:
Theorem 9. There is an infinite family of graphs so that the best quality flow-sparsifier
has quality Q(log log k) and yet the best quality cut-sparsifier has quality 0(1).
The quality of the best flow-sparsifier and the quality of the best cut-sparsifier are al-
ways related within a poly-logarithmic (in k) factor. These results appear in Section 5.2.
Finally, we prove that flow-sparsification is impossible in directed graphs.
Theorem 10. There is an infinite family of directed graphs so that the quality of the best
flow-sparsifier is Q(k)
This result appears in Section 5.3. Hence, the results that we obtain in this thesis cannot
be generalized to directed graphs.
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Chapter 3
Vertex Sparsifiers
Here we prove that there are 0( S"g )-quality vertex sparsifiers (both for approximat-
ing cuts and multicommodity flows). This is a global structural result, but we prove this by
introducing a zero-sum game between an extension player and a quality player. The exten-
sion player constructs a graph H that is a vertex sparsifier, and the quality player checks
the quality of this graph. We define this game in such a way that bounding the game value
of this game that good quality vertex sparsifiers exist.
We can then bound the game value of this game by proving that there is a good response
for the extension player for every distribution on checks that the quality player makes. We
use a rounding procedure due to Fakcharoenphol, Harrelson, Rao and Talwar [26] for the
0-extension problem to produce such a good response.
Thus, the intuition for why good quality vertex sparsifiers should exist does not come
from looking at a graph G, and a set K C V of terminals, and determining that there is
some way to approximately preserve all these exponentially many minimum cuts (or, for
that matter all the exponentially many multicommodity flows) on a smaller graph. Rather,
the intuition comes from imagining an adversary trying to disprove the statement that G
has a good quality vertex sparsifier, and showing that this adversary in fact cannot disprove
this statement. The beauty of the Min-Max Theorem is that this is enough to imply that
good quality vertex sparsifiers exist.
3.1 Cut Sparsifiers
The results in this section are based on [49].
3.1.1 0-Extensions
We begin by examining the operation of contracting edges in G. We observe that con-
tracting an edge (whose endpoints are not both terminals) cannot decrease the value of the
minimum cut separating A from K - A for A C K. This is because if we contract an edge
e = (u, v) in G to obtain a graph G/e, the minimum cut in G/e separating A from K - A
is just the minimum cut in G separating A from K - A that also contains u and v on the
same side of the cut.
Hence, if we contract edges in G until the only remaining nodes are the set of terminals
K, the resulting graph H will in fact be a cut-sparsifier. Obtaining a cut-sparsifier is easy -
after all, we could just choose a complete weighted graph H whose edges all have infinite
weight, but this would be a terrible quality cut-sparsifier. Similarly any graph H on just
the set of terminals, obtained through contractions will not necessarily be a good quality
cut-sparsifier either.
Nevertheless contractions and distributions on contractions will be our method of pro-
ducing not just cut-sparsifiers, but good cut-sparsifiers. Actually, we will use a slightly
more general type of operation which is still guaranteed to make the values of minimum
cuts (separating subsets of terminals) only increase. This operation is referred to as a 0-
extension and was originally formulated in [39] by Karzanov who used this operation to
define a type of graph partitioning problem that generalizes minimum multiway cut prob-
lem.
Suppose we are given a semi-metric D on the terminals (in addition to a weighted graph
G and K C V). Then the goal of the 0-extension problem is to assign each node in V to
a terminal in K (and each terminal t E K must be assigned to itself) such that the sum
over all edges (u, v) of c(u, v) times the distance between u and v under the metric D is
minimized.
Definition 7. We will call a function f : V -+ K such that f (t) = t for all t E K a
0-extension function
So the goal of the 0-extension problem is to minimize
Z c(u, v)D(f(u), f(v))
(uv)GE
over all 0-extension functions f. When D is just the uniform metric on the terminals K,
this exactly the minimum multiway cut problem. Karzanov gave a (semi)metric relaxation
of the 0-extension problem [39]:
min Z(uv)eE C(u, v)3(u, v)
s.t.
# is a semi-metric on V
Vt,t'EK/(t, t') = D(t, t').
Note that the semi-metric # is defined on V while D is defined only on K. Let OPT*
denote the value of an optimal solution to the above linear programming relaxation of
the 0-extension problem. Clearly OPT* < OPT. Calinescu, Karloff and Rabani [18]
gave a randomized rounding procedure to round any feasible solution # of value C to a 0-
extension that has expected value at most O(log k)C. Fakcharoenphol, Harrelson, Rao and
Talwar [26] gave an improved randomized rounding procedure that achieves an 0( log klog log k
approximation ratio:
Theorem 11. [26]
OPT* <OPT < 0(lOgk OPT*
(log log k
If G excludes Kr,, as a minor, then Calinescu, Karloff and Rabani [18] gave an im-
proved rounding algorithm that achieves an O(r2 ) approximation ratio. The bound of
O(r3 ) is implicit in [18], and can be immediately improved to O(r 2 ) using the results
of [28] (which provide improved bounds for padded decompositions for graphs excluding
K,,, over those in [42]). Then this immediately implies as a corollary:
Theorem 12. [18]
OPT* < OPT < O(r 2 )OPT*
This relaxation, and these rounding algorithms for the (semi)metric relaxation will be a
key ingredient in our proof that good quality vertex sparsifiers exist.
As promised, we can use 0-extension functions to generate a graph on just the terminals
that is a cut-sparsifier: Given a 0-extension function f, we can define the capacitated graph
Gf on K that results from the function f as:
cf (a, b) = c(u, v)
u,vif (u)=a,f (v)=b
We will abuse notation and refer to the graph Gf generated by f as a 0-extension of the
graph G. We will use hf to denote the cut function of the resulting graph Gf. Then in fact,
for any 0-extension f, the graph Gf is a cut-sparsifier:
Claim 1. For any subset of terminals U C K,
hK(U) _< hf (U).
Proof: For any u E K, let f -1 (u) = {a I f (a) = u}. Let A = UUef- 1 (u). By definition,
hf(U) = h(A) and because A n K = U this implies that h(A) > hK(U), because the cut
A, V - A is a cut separating U from K - U so it is at least the minimum cut-separating U
from K - U. D
As we will see later, Gf is also necessarily a flow-sparsifier - as the 0-extension function
not only makes the values of minimum cuts separating subsets of terminals increase, but
also makes the congestion of multicommodity flows with demands in K decrease.
3.1.2 Intuition
We now have a method to generate a cut-sparsifier - for any 0-extension f, Gf = (K, Ef)
is a cut-sparsifier. Of course, it is easy to construct a cut-sparsifier. We could just as well
set all capacities in H = (K, EH) to be infinite, and certainly the value of any cut in H will
be at least as large as the value of the corresponding minimum cut in G. However, we are
interested in finding a good quality cut-sparsifier.
G =(V, E) Gf= (K, Ef)
I %6
a
hIja}) = h({a}) k-1
Figure 3-1: A single 0-extension f produces a cut-sparsifier, but not necessarily a good
quality cut-sparsifier.
We could hope that a single, appropriately chosen 0-extension f will result in not just
a cut-sparsifier but actually a good quality cut-sparsifier. Unfortunately this is not the
case. Consider the example in Figure 3-1. All graphs Gf generated by a 0-extension f
are isomorphic - the only choice we can make in choosing f is where to map the single
non-terminal node, and all choices are the same up to a permutation of the labels of the
terminals. Yet Gf has terrible quality. Let u (the single non-terminal) be assigned to ter-
minal a. Then the value of the minimum cut separating {a} from K - {a} in G is one,
and yet the value of the corresponding cut in Gf is k - 1. Hence Gf has quality k - 1
as a cut-sparsifier, and out goal is to give an O(lgk )-quality cut-sparsifier. Here we are
losing a union bound over each terminal!
We will need to use a distribution on 0-extensions. In this example, we can choose
each of the k 0-extensions f with equal probably (i.e. with probability ). Let y be the
resulting distribution on 0-extensions. Consider the graph H = >3 y(f)Gf and let h'
be the corresponding cut function. See Figure 3-2. This graph is a cut-sparsifier, and has
quality at most 2 because for any cut (A, K - A) the value of the minimum cut in G is
min(IAI, |K - AI) and the value of the cut in H is J|A lK - Al < 2 min(IAI,JK - A).
In general, the distribution -y on 0-extensions that we choose must depend heavily on
which minimum cuts in G are large and which are small, and how these cuts overlap.
G =(V, E) H =(K, E
* .-
- toI
p= c
h min(IAI, IK-Al) h'({a}) = IAIIK-Alh4A) k
Figure 3-2: Constructing a good quality cut-sparsifier via a distribution on 0-extensions.
Consider the example in Figure 3-3. Here there are two non-terminals. If we choose a
0-extension f that sends both of these non-terminals to the same terminal with probability
then we obtain the same graph H as in Figure 3-2. This graph is a cut-sparsifier for the
graph G in Figure 3-3, however it is not a good quality cut-sparsifier. The graph G has a
sparse cut that bisects the set of terminals while cutting only a single edge. Yet any cut that
bisects the set of terminals has value at least Q(k) in the graph H in Figure 3-2.
Hence, we need to choose some distribution on 0-extensions that preserves this sparse
cut. Suppose we map the non-terminal on the left to a randomly chosen terminal on the
left, and we map the non-terminal on the right to a randomly chosen terminal on the right.
Any graph Gf that we obtain in this way does indeed preserve this sparse cut that bisects
the set of terminals. If we then average over all such choices of f, we obtain a cut-sparsifier
that has good quality.
Hence, in order to prove that a good quality cut-sparsifier exists (that can be realized
as a distribution on 0-extensions), the distribution y that we choose must depend on the
minimum cut-structure of G. Every time we choose some 0-extension f to have positive
support in -y, there are some minimum cuts in G that are preserved after contraction and
some that are not. How can we find a good distribution -y without explicitly remembering
how well we are currently approximating each one of the exponentially many minimum
cuts that we are interested in? We will instead use a zero-sum game to prove that good
-2
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Figure 3-3: The distribution on 0-extensions that we choose depends crucially on the
minimum-cut structure in G.
cut-sparsifiers exist. Hence, playing against an adversary reveals to us the right distribution
-y that approximately preserves all exponentially many minimum cuts in G.
3.1.3 A Zero-Sum Game
Here we introduce and analyze an appropriately chosen zero-sum game, so that a bound on
the game value of this game will imply the desired structural graph theory result.
Given an undirected, capacitated graph G = (V, E) and a set K C V of terminals, an
extension player (P1) and a quality player (P2) play the following zero-sum game that we
will refer to as the extension-quality game:
The extension player (P1) chooses a 0-extension f
The quality player (P2) chooses a cut from 2K
Given a strategy f for P1 and a strategy A for P2, P2 wins h units for each unit ofhK (A)
capacity crossing the cut (A, K - A) in P1's 0-extension. Also, we restrict P2 to play only
strategies A for which hK(A) / 0. So if P1 plays a strategy f and P2 plays a strategy A
then P2 wins:
N(f, A) = 1(f(u),f(v))CK(A)C(U, v)
(u,v)EE hK(A)
This completely specifies the game. Both players have exponential-sized strategy spaces
in this game. The extension player can choose any one of the exponentially many 0-
extension functions, and there are k"- such functions. The quality player can choose
any one of the exponentially many cuts from 2K
Despite being asymptotically large, this game is still finite for any fixed G and K.
Hence the celebrated minmax theorem of von Neumann implies that this game has a game
value - which roughly means that two different mechanisms to play this game are equiva-
lent:
We could either force P1 to play first and choose a randomized strategy, which in this
case is a distribution on 0-extension functions, and then allow P2 to choose any strategy
knowing full-well what randomized strategy P1 has chosen. We could instead force P2 to
play first and choose a randomized strategy, which would be a distribution on cuts to check,
and then allow P1 to choose any strategy knowing what randomized strategy P2 chose.
Von Neumann's minmax theorem states that the best (expected) value that P1 can
achieve in both these scenarios is equivalent, and this quantity is called the game value.
The intuition for why the game value should be useful for our purposes is that a bound on
the game value implies that there is some randomized strategy that P1 can choose, so that
P2 cannot do well (can do at most as well as the game value) even knowing P1 's random-
ized strategy. Hence there is some distribution on 0-extension functions which, no matter
what cut P2 chooses, P2 cannot find a cut to check that in expectation is multiplicatively
too much larger than the value of the corresponding minimum cut in G.
Definition 8. Let u denote the game value of the extension-quality game.
We can bound the game value by bounding the cost of P1's best response to any fixed,
randomized strategy for P2. So consider any randomized strategy p for P2. p is just a
probability distribution on 2K. We can define an fi metric on K:
D, (t, t') = 1 p(A) I(t4')EK(A)
AcK KA
D, is a weighted sum of cut-metrics on K. Given D,, we can define a semi-metric #
that is roughly consistent with D,. This semi-metric will serve as a feasible solution to the
linear programming relaxation for the 0-extension problem. A bound on the cost of this
feasible solution and the rounding algorithm due to [26] will together imply that there is a
0-extension that has not too much cost, and this will imply that the extension player has a
good response to the strategy p. We define / as:
Initially set all edge distances d(u, v) to zero. Then for each A C K, if there is no
unique minimum cut separating A and K - A, choose one such minimum cut arbitrarily.
For this minimum cut, for each edge (u, v) crossing the cut, increment the distance d(u, v)
by (A)hK(A)
Then let # be the semi-metric defined as the shortest path metric on G when distances
are d(u, v).
Claim 2. /(t, t') > D, (t, t') for all terminals t, t'.
Proof: Consider any particular pair of terminals t, t'. Consider the contribution of any
particular A c K to the semi-metric D,. A only contributes if t and t' are separated
with respect to A - i.e. if exactly one of {t, t'} is in A. We will show that any set A that
contributes to D,, has at least as large a contribution to #. So consider a set A that contains
t but not t'. Then any path in G from t to t' must cross the cut in G that actually achieves
the minimum hK(A). But when considering the set A, we increased the distance on all
edges crossing this cut by f' j, so the contribution to 0(t, t') of the set A is at least as
large as the contribution of A to D,1(t, t') and this implies the claim. E
Claim 3. # is an fi semi-metric
Proof: Using the description of #, one can easily write this semi-metric as a linear combi-
nation of cut-metrics on the set V, and this implies the claim. l
Claim 4. E(u,v)CE /3(u, v)C(u, v) = 1
Proof: Again, for each set A C K consider the total distances x capacity units that are
allocated when we increase the distances of all edges crossing the cut that achieves hK(A)
by (AK ) . We know that the total capacity crossing this cut is hK(A) and for each such edge,
the distance on that edge (according to #) is incremented by K () . So this implies that the
total contribution of the set A C K to the total distance x capacity units is P(A) and if we
sum over all A we get the desired claim, because p is a probability distribution. E
Theorem 13.
< log k
-( log log k
Proof: Using Theorem 11, there exists a 0-extension f V -+ K (such that f(t) t for
all terminals t) and such that
E c(u, v)# (u), f v)) :5 0 lok
(u~v)GElog log k(u,v)EE
Then suppose PI plays such a strategy f:
EA4,[N(f, A)]
E E 1(f(u),f(V))E6K(A)C(U, v)p(A)
(uv)EE A hK(A)
-S c(u, v)D,(f (u), f(v))
(uv)EE
< S c(u, v)(f(n), f(v)) <0 log k
(u,v)GE loglogk}
We can improve this result by noticing that the semi-metric D, corresponding to the
cost function associated with the randomized strategy p for P2 and the feasible solution #
that we produced are both f1. In particular, let G = (V, E) be an undirected, capacitated
graph and let K c V be a subset of terminals. Let 77 denote a bound on the maximum
integrality gap of the semi-metric relaxation when the semi-metric D is f1 and the feasible
solution to the linear program 0 is also f 1.
Corollary 1. v < _
We can instead use Theorem 12 in the case in which G excludes K,,, as a minor, and
this immediately implies:
Corollary 2. For any capacitated graph G = (V, E) that excludes K,,, as a mino;
V < O(r 2).
We can immediately use any bound on the game value to demonstrate that good quality
cut-sparsifiers exist:
Theorem 14. For any capacitated graph G = (V, E), for any set K C V of IKI = k
terminals, there is an v-quality cut-sparsifier H = (K, EH) and in fact such a graph can
be realized as a convex combination of graphs Gf generated by 0-extensions f.
Proof: We can again apply von Neumann's minmax theorem, and get that there exists a
distribution -y on 0-extensions (f : V -4 K s.t. f(t) = t for all t E K) such that for all
A c K: Ef4 [N(f, A)] < v.
For any 0-extension f, let Gf be the corresponding 0-extension of G generated by
f, and let hf : 2K _, R+ be the cut function defined on this graph. Further, let H
ZfEsupp(y) y(f)G. Then for any A C K:
hK(A) < hf(A) and hK(A) h'(A) y(f)hf(A)
f E supp(Y)
Also because Efy[N(f, A)] < v:
(f)1(f(U),f(V))6K(A)c(u, v) h _(f)h_(A) 
=
E E hK(A) hK(A) 'yfh()_h'(A)
(u,v)EE fEsupp(y) fEsupp(y)
and so for any A C K: h'(A) < vhK(A).
In particular, in general there are 0( log k )-quality cut-sparsifiers. If G excludes KIn ~~~log log k t  ~
as a minor, then there is an O(r 2 )-quality cut-sparsifier. And if 7 is an upper bound on
the maximum integrality gap of the 0-extension LP when both the semi-metric D and the
feasible solution # are required to be f1, then there is an p-quality cut-sparsifier.
3.1.4 Quality-Revealing Linear Program
Here we give a linear program whose integrality gap is exactly the quality of the best
cut-sparsifier that can be achieved through 0-extension functions. This result appears in
[20].
Definition 9. Let a(G, K) be the infimum quality of any cut-sparsifier H = Ef y(f)Gf
and -y is a distribution over 0-extension functions.
We will call ag (G, K) the contraction quality of G, K.
Definition 10. Let Au denote the cut-metric in which AU(u, v) =l un uvI=41.
Suppose we are given a semi-metric D as an input to a 0-extension problem that is also
f1. Then we can write a stronger (exponentially-sized) linear program whose integrality gap
is no worse than the semi-metric relaxation. The advantage is that for this linear program,
the maximum integrality gap over any f1 semi-metric D will be exactly the contraction
quality (of G, K).
min Eu 6(U)h(U)
s.t.
Vth'K Eu 6(U)AU(t, t') = D (t, t').
We will call this the cut-cut relaxation.
Definition 11. Let 71(G, K) be the maximum integrality gap of the cut-cut relaxation over
all fI semi-metrics (for a fixed G, K).
We note that in Corollary 16 we were able to demonstrate that 7(G, K) is an upper
bounds for the game value of the extension-cut game, and hence an 'q(G, K)-quality cut-
sparsifier H = Ef -(f)Gf exists (which can be written as a convex combination of 0-
extension graphs Gf).
Theorem 15. a'(G, K) = 7(G, K)
Proof: Suppose -y is a distribution on 0-extensions such that H = Ef -(f)Gf is a a-
quality cut sparsifier. Given any fi semi-metric D on K, we can solve the cut-cut relaxation
given above. Let R be the optimal value on D. Notice that cut (U, V - U) that is assigned
positive weight in an optimal solution must be the minimum cut separating U n K = A
from K - A = (V - U) n K in G. If not, we could replace this cut (U, V - U) with the
minimum cut separating A from K - A without affecting the feasibility and simultaneously
reducing the cost of the solution. So for all U for which 6(U) > 0, h(U) = hK(U n K).
Consider then the cost of the semi-metric D against the cut-sparsifier H which is de-
fined to be E(a,) CH(a, b)D(a, b) - Ef y(f) Eab cf(a, b)D(a, b) which is just the av-
erage cost of D against Gf where f is sampled from the distribution -y. The cut-cut re-
laxation gives a decomposition of D into a weighted sum of cut-metrics - i.e. D(a, b) =
E u(U)Au(a, b). Also, the cost of D against H is linear in D so this implies that
E3CH (a, b)D(a, b) = E E cH(a, b)6(U)Au(a, b) = cH(a, b)6(U)h'(U n K)
(a,b) (a b) U (ab)
In the last line, we use c(ab) H(a, b)Au(a, b) = h'(U n K). Then
E cH(a, b)D(a, b) < 6(U)ahK(U n K) = aR
(ab) U
In the inequality, we have used the fact that H is an a-quality cut-sparsifier, and in the last
line we have used that 6(U) > 0 implies that h(U) = hK(U n K). So the average cost of D
against Gf where f is sampled from -y is at most a times R, so there must be some f such
that the cost against D is at most a times R. Hence a is an upper bound on the integrality
gap of the cut-cut relaxation for any D that is fi.
We will use this result in Section 5.1.1 to establish a (tight) lower bound on the qual-
ity of the best cut-sparsifier that can be achieved through contractions for a particular
example. We will then give a cut-sparsifier (not based on contractions) that has asymp-
totically between quality - thus demonstrating an asymptotic separation (for a particular
family of graphs) between the quality of the best cut-sparsifier and the quality of the best
cut-sparsifier that can be achieved through a distribution on contractions.
3.2 Flow Sparsifiers
In Section 3.1, we proved that O(og 4 k )-quality cut-sparsifiers exist. Using the celebrated
approximate min-cut max-flow theorem for multicommodity flows due to Linial, London
and Rabinovich [46], we observe that scaling up the weights in such in a good cut-sparsifier
by an appropriate factor yields a good flow-sparsifier. In fact, an O( 1l, k )-quality cut-
sparsifier can be easily scaled up to obtain a poly-logarithmic (in k) quality flow-sparsifier.
However, we can do better. We prove that O( olg k )-quality flow-sparsifiers exist and
furthermore, if G excludes K,,, as a minor, then O(r 2 )-quality flow-sparsifiers exist. We
also prove that flow-sparsfication is no easier than cut-sparsification and in fact any a-
quality flow-sparsifier is also an a-quality cut-sparsifier. Hence the results in this section,
while technically more involved, subsume those in Section 3.1.
The additional benefit of working with flow-sparsifiers as opposed to cut-sparsifiers is
that if we are given a graph H = (K, EH) which is guaranteed to be a flow-sparsifier
(for example, this graph may be given to us as a distribution on 0-extension graphs), the
problem of computing the quality of H is easy. The problem of determining the quality
of H can be formulated as a single minimum congestion routing problem. However, if
we are given a graph H = (K, EH) and promised that this graph is a cut-sparsifier (or
even a flow-sparsifier), determining the quality of H as a cut-sparsifier is an instance of the
generalized sparsest cut problem. Our algorithms for efficiently constructing good quality
flow-sparsifiers (and cut-sparsifiers, for that matter) will be based on this property.
Additionally, this property allows us to (in an amortized sense) compute approximate
minimum congestion routings for a sequence of demand vectors f in G in time polynomial
in the number of terminals, and independent of the size of the original graph. The approx-
imation factor will be exactly the quality of a good flow-sparsifier and the preprocessing
time will be just the time to compute a good flow-sparsifier, and the time to compute a
single minimum congestion routing in G.
The results in this section are based on [44].
3.2.1 A Hardest Flow
Suppose we are given a graph H = (K, EH) that is a flow-sparsifier. The quality of H as a
flow-sparsifier is the worst case ratio over all demand vectors f with endpoints in K of the
congestion of the minimum congestion routing in G and H respectively. We can clearly
restrict attention to only demand vectors f that are routable with congestion at most one in
H - we will call such a demand vector "routable" in H. Given that H is a flow-sparsifier,
there is a natural notion of a "hardest" flow (routable in H) to route in G. Hence we can
express the quality of H as a minimum congestion routing problem.
Definition 12. Let H = (K, EH) be a capacitated graph. Then let H E R2) be the
demand vector in which each coordinate (which corresponds to a pair a, b F K) is set to
cH(a, b) - i.e. the capacity of the edge (a, b) E EH (if it exists, and is zero if not).
Lemma 1. If H = (K, EH) is a flow-sparsifier for G and K, then the quality of H as a
flow-sparsifier is congG(H).
Proof: congG(H) is clearly a lower bound for the quality of H as a flow-sparsifier, because
the flow H is feasible in H by saturating all edges. To prove the reverse inequality, given
any flow f routed in H, we can compose this routing of f with the embedding of H into
G. If the routing of f has congestion at most 1 in H, then composing the routing with the
embedding of H into G will result in congestion at most congG(H) in G:
In particular, consider the flow f in H, and consider the path decomposition of this
flow. If f assigns 6 units of flow to a path Pa,b in H, then construct a set of paths in G
that in total carry 6 units of flow as follows: Let Pa,b =(a, pi), (pi, p2), ... (pi, b). Let
po = a and pI+1 = b. Then consider an edge (pi, pi+1) contained in this path and suppose
that cH(pi, pi+1) is a in H. Then for each flow path P connecting pi to pi+1 in the low-
congestion routing of H in G, add the same path and multiply the weight by A. The
union of these flow paths sends 6 units of flow from a to b in G. If we consider any edge
in H, every flow path in f that traverses this edge uses exactly the paths in G to which
(a, b) is mapped in the embedding of H into G. The total flow through any edge (a, b)
in H is at most cH(a, b) because f is feasible in H, and so we have not scaled up the
amount of flow transported on each path in an optimal routing the (demand) graph H into
G at all. Consequently the congestion of this (sub-optimal) routing of f in G is at most
congG (H). l
In fact, this proof reveals an important property of a good quality flow-sparsifier: Given
a good quality flow-sparsifier H, we can compute an embedding of H into G of congestion
a once, as a preprocessing step. We can use this routing so that given any subsequent
demand vector we can compute a near optimal routing of f in G without using any
additional information about G except knowledge of H and the low-congestion routing of
H in G.
Corollary 3. Let H be aflow-sparsifier of quality a. We can compute an optimal routing of
H in G as a preprocessing step. For each demand vector f, we can then compute a routing
of f in G that has congestion at most acongG(f ) by running a minimum congestion routing
algorithm on H.
The running time of the best known (1+ E)-approximate minimum congestion routing
runs in time O(rmn) where m = |El and n = IVI and r is the number of demand pairs.
Hence, if we run a minimum congestion routing algorithm on H, the algorithm runs in time
polynomial in the number of terminals and has no dependence on the size of the original
graph G. So given a sequence of routing problems that we are asked to solve in G (all of
which have endpoints only in the set K), we an compute a near-optimal routing for each
problem in time polynomial in IKI and independent of the size of G!
3.2.2 Relations to Cut Sparsifiers
Next, we prove that flow-sparsification is no-easier than cut-sparsification:
Lemma 2. If H = (K, EH) is an a-quality flow-sparsifier for G and K, then H is also an
a-quality cut-sparsifier (for G and K).
Proof: Let H = (K, EH) be an a-quality flow-sparsifier, and let h' be the cut function of
H. The proof of this lemma will be composed of two claims. The first establishes that H
is a cut-sparsifier, and the second establishes that the quality of H as a cut-sparsifier is at
most a:
Claim 5. For all A C K: hK(A) < h'(A)
Proof: Suppose for some A C K: hK(A) > h'(A). Then the min-cut max-flow theorem
implies that there is a flow r'feasible in G such that the total demand crossing the (demand)
cut (A, K - A) is exactly hK(A). But this flow ' cannot be feasible in H because the cut
(A, K - A) has capacity h'(A) in H which is strictly smaller than the demand crossing the
cut. So this implies con9G(r) < 1 < congH(r) which is a contradiction. l
Claim 6. For all A c K: h'(A) < ahK(A)
Proof: Consider the flow H. This flow is feasible in G' - i.e. COngH (H) 1. Now suppose
that there is a cut A c K such that h'(A) > ahK(A). Choose the set U c V, U n K = A
such that h(U) = hK(A). The capacity crossing the cut (U, V - U) is hK(A) but the total
demand crossing the cut is h'(A) so
h' (A)
congG(H) > a
hK(A)
and congG(H) > acongH(H) which is a contradiction. l
We also note that not only is a graph G obtained from a 0-extension function a cut-
sparsifier, but it is also a flow-sparsifier as well.
Claim 7. For any 0-extension f, and for any demand vector i' ( RK), congGf(ij
congG ()
Proof: We can equivalently think of a contraction operation as setting the capacity of an
edge to be infinite. Then a comparison argument implies the claim: Suppose we set the
capacity of an edge e = (u, v) to be infinite in the graph G to obtain a graph G'. Then any
demand vector ' that can be routed with congestion at most C in G can also be routed with
congestion at most C in G' - the same routing for r' that is used in G has congestion at most
C in G' as well. L
3.2.3 A Larger Zero-Sum Game
To prove the existence of good flow-sparsifiers, we again use an exponentially-sized
zero-sum game. However, here we will need to add another layer of indirection based on
duality in order to prove this result.
We first associate a convex subset of R(2) with G, K which characterizes the value of
the minimum congestion routing of any demand vector f in G.
Definition 13.
PG = {f 2 R( )|congG) 1}
We will call PG the unit congestion polytope of G. Note that con9G (f) can be computed
as the minimum a so that af is contained in PG. Similarly, we will define SG to be the
boundary of PG:
Definition 14.
SG = (f IR(congG(f) = 11
The zero-sum game that we introduce here, to prove the existence of (better) flow-
sparsifiers will actually be based on the dual the the maximum concurrent flow problem.
Hence, another interesting convex set is the polar dual to PG, which we will refer to as DG-
Definition 15. We will call a metric space d on K realizable in G if there is some extension
of d to V so that >(uv)cE c(u, v)d(u, v) < 1.
The set DG of realizable metric spaces is clearly convex. We will encounter a minor
technicality, that if we were to define a zero-sum game using DG as the strategy space
for one of the players, then DG is uncountably infinite (but still compact). To avoid this
technical annoyance, we can simply choose the set of vertices of DG to be a strategy space
and this set will then be finite. Not only is DG convex, but we can explicitly write it as
the projection of a higher dimensional polytope, and hence DG is also a polytope and has
a finite (albeit exponentially many) number of vertices.
Claim 8. The number of vertices in DG is finite.
Proof: To prove this claim, consider the polytope PG. This polytope can be realized as
the projection of a higher dimensional polytope (that actually finds the realization of each
multicommodity flow, and uses flow-conservation constraints as opposed to an explicit
decomposition into flow paths). This higher dimensional polytope has a (polynomial in
n, k) number of constraints, and hence a finite number of vertices and this implies that
the projected polytope PG also has a finite number of vertices. Each distinct facet of PG
contains a distinct subset of the vertices of PG, and hence the number of facets of PG is also
finite. The facets of PG are exactly the polar duals to the vertices of DG, and this implies
the claim. -
Given an undirected, capacitated graph G = (V, E) and a set K C V of terminals, a
(metric) extension player (P1) and a quality player (P2) play the following zero-sum game
that we will refer to as the extension-quality game. We will add an additional generalization
that will prove useful later:
Definition 16. Let N be the set offlow-sparsifiers for G and K - i.e.
R = { H|H is aflow-sparsifier for G, K}
Let N' c N be an arbitrary, finite subset. For example, we can consider N' {Gf}f.
In this case, N' is the set of all 0-extensions.
Suppose that we want to impose additional structure on a flow-sparsifier. For example,
in Section 4.2 we will want a flow-sparsifier that not only has good quality but also can be
realized as a convex combination of "contraction-based" trees. In fact, we can re-use the
much of the machinery in this section for a different choice of N' and prove that good (re-
stricted) flow-sparsifiers exist provided N' meets a technical condition. On a first reading,
the reader is advised to think of N' as the set of all 0-extensions.
The extension player (P1) chooses a H E N'
The quality player (P2) chooses a vertex di of DG
We write dF for a vertex of DG because we will use r0 to denote a vertex of PG that the
half-space perpendicular to dF contains. Note that this is well-defined because DG is the
polar dual to PG and hence if dF E DG is not perpendicular to some vertex of PG, then
dF is not a vertex in DG. Equivalently, r' is a demand vector that is feasible in G and for
which E(a,b) ra,bdF(a, b) = 1 and if there is no such tight demand vector, we could increase
coordinates in di and still obtain a vector that using strong duality must be contained in
DG-
Given a strategy H for P1 (and suppose that the capacity function of this graph is CH)
and a strategy dF for P2, P2 wins
M(H,dF)= ( dF(a,b)cH(a,b)
a,bEK
The advantage of restricting the congestion player's strategies to be vertices of DG is
that the joint strategy space of the game is finite, so we can apply the standard minmax
theorem for finite strategy space games, rather than more general minmax theorems for
arbitrary convex spaces that are not necessarily characterized as the convex hull of a finite
number of points.
Definition 17. Let v denote the game value of the extension-quality game
Given a metric space d (which we can assume after scaling is in realizable), consider the
optimization problem of finding a graph H E ' that minimizes dabcK (a, b)cH(a, b).
We will call this the N'-extension problem. If we consider the semi-metric relaxation given
for the 0-extension problem, this is also a relaxation for the N'-problem. Hence, the semi-
metric relaxation has a natural notion of an integrality gap with respect to the set '.
Definition 18. We will call the following quantity the integrality gap of N' (on G and K):
sup inf ( d(a,b)cH(a,b)
dcDG HE7- a,beK
Note that the integrality gap of ' is defined relative to G and K.
Claim 9. The integrality gap of N' = {Gf }f is at most 0( log'
Proof: If d E DG, the theorem due to Fakcharoenphol, Harrelson, Rao and Talwar [26]
implies that there is a 0-extension f such that
S c(u, v)d(f(u), f (v)) < O( log k
(u,v)E log log
Then consider the graph Gf and let cf be the corresponding capacity function.
E d(a, b)cf (a, b) = E 5 d(f(u), f (v))c(u, v) < O( log k
a,bEK a,bGK u,vE log log k
We can instead use Theorem 12 in the case in which G excludes K,,, as a minor, and
this immediately implies:
Corollary 4. If G = (V, E) excludes K,,, as a minor, the integrality gap of R' {H IH =
Zf -y(f)Gf} is at most O(r 2 )
Lemma 3. v is at most the integrality gap of -'
Proof: Using von Neumann's minmax theorem, we can bound the game value by bounding
the cost of P1's best response to any fixed, randomized strategy for P2. So consider any
randomized strategy p for P2. p is just a probability distribution on vertices of DG. We can
define a semi-metric on V: 6(a, b) = Ed, p(di)d(a, b). Note that
E (a, b)c(a, b)
(a,b)eEE
= I p(dr)dF(a,b)c(a,b)
(a,b)EE d9
= p(d,) 1 d,(a,b)c(a,b)
de (a,b)cE
- p (d,) = 1
Suppose the integrality gap of ' is at most C. Then there exists an H E 7-' such that
5 6(a,b)cH(ab)<C
a,bcK
Suppose that P1 plays such a strategy f:
EdF<-y[M(H~dj;)] = p(dF) E df.(a,b)cH~a, b)
dj a,bEK
= 6(a,b)CH(a,b) < C
a,beK
We can immediately use any bound on the game value to demonstrate that better quality
flow-sparsifiers exist:
Theorem 16. For any capacitated graph G = (V, E), for any set K C V of |K| = k
terminals, there is an v-quality flow-spars ifier H = (K, EH) and in fact such a graph can
be realized as a convex combination of graphs Gf generated by 0-extensions f.
Proof: We can again apply von Neumann's minmax theorem, and get that there exists a
distribution -y on 0-extensions such that Ef _[M(f, dF)] = v for all dF E DG. Then let
H= 1 1(f)Gf
f E Supp(Y)
Let df E DG be arbitrary. Then
Ef [M(f, dF)] = Z7(f) Z dF(f(a),f(b))c(ab)
f (a,b)EE
= Z y(f) 13 dp(u, v)cf(a, b)
f u,v6K
= d(u, v) y(f)cf(a, b)
u,v6K f
= df(u, v)c'(u, v)
u,v6K
So for all dF E DG, we have that ZnvCK dF(u, v)c'(u, v) < y And using strong duality
(and the dual for maximum concurrent flow given in Section 2):
congG () = sup dF(u, v)c'(u, v) < v
drE DG uvEK
As we will see, flow-sparsifiers that arise as a convex combination of 0-extension graphs
preserve more than just multicommodity flow rates. Roughly, any type of "rate" that both
can only increase when increasing the capacity of an edge, and is closed under composition
with flow-like re-routings will also be preserved. An important type of rate that falls into
this category, but is still poorly understood is the network coding rate.
3.2.4 Multiplicative Weights
Here we apply the results in [54] to give an efficient construction for a good quality flow-
sparsifier. See also [4] for a more general exposition of the results in [54]. The highlight
of this approach is that any efficient rounding algorithm for the semi-metric relaxation that
achieves an approximation ratio of C (relative to the value of the relaxation) will immedi-
ately give rise to an efficient construction for a 2C-quality flow-sparsifier. This approach
has the benefit that the running time of a rounding algorithm is typically linear in the size
of G (and has a polynomial dependence on the number of terminals), and we will be able
to give fast algorithms for computing a good quality flow-sparsifier that run in roughly
quadratic (in |E 1) time.
This is interesting because the running time of computing a good quality flow-sparsifier
matches (within logarithmic factors) the running time of solving just a single minimum
congestion routing problem. Yet a good flow-sparsifier will help us solve a sequence of
routing problems quickly. We can compute a good flow-sparsifier just once and for any
routing problem we are asked to solve, we can compute a near-optimal solution by running
a minimum congestion routing algorithm on our flow-sparsifier, as opposed to running
directly on the original network.
In Section 4.1.2 we present another algorithm for computing a good quality flow-
sparsifier. The algorithm presented in this section is faster. However, the algorithm pre-
sented in Section 4.1.2 will be able to achieve a stronger quality guarantee. Here, all we
are able to construct is a flow-sparsifier whose quality matches the worst-case guarantee of
an efficient rounding algorithm. The algorithm in Section 4.1.2 will be able to construct
a flow-sparsifier whose quality is at least as good as the quality of the best flow-sparsifier
that can be achieved through contractions. Conceivably, this could be much stronger. For
example, the maximum integrality gap of the semi-metric relaxation is only known to be
bounded between O(og k ) and Q( log k) and if this latter bound is correct, then the
algorithm in Section 4.1.2 already constructs an O(Vlog k)-quality flow-sparsifier.
The zero-sum game given in Section 3.2.3 used to prove the existence of a good quality
flow-sparsifier can be immediately used, in conjunction with the proof in [54] to give a fast
algorithm for computing a good quality flow-sparsifier. We will not repeat the proof here,
but rather we will just note the notational differences and state the result in the context of
vertex sparsification.
Racke considers the problem of finding a good hierarchical decomposition for a graph.
To this end, for each "decomposition tree" T he defines a notion of the load loadT, (e) and
relative load rloadT, (e) = c(e) on each edge. His goal is to find a packing that does not
have too large a relative load on any edge:
max Ei Ai
s.t.
Ve cE Ei AirloadT,(e) <p3.
The goal in [54] is to find a choice of A so that Ei Ai = 1 and yet = O(log n).
He then uses such a distribution A to construct an O(log n)-competitive oblivious routing
scheme. To prove this result, Racke considers a smooth potential function. Let lmaxE) =
ln ( e) > maxe xe. Racke considers the stronger goal of finding a A such that
lmax(MA) < 3 where M is the constraint matrix - namely the value
(MI)e = Airload,(e)
is the relative load on edge e.
Here, instead, our goal is to construct a good quality flow-sparsifier. We replace the
notion of a "decomposition tree" with a choice of a flow sparsifier H E 'H' (as in the game
in Section 3.2.3) and a set of paths in G - one connecting each pair of terminals (a, b). Let
R denote the possible choices for these paths - i.e. R denotes the set of all sets of (k)
simple paths in G so that each path connects a distinct pair of terminals. Let R E R be a
particular choice for these (k) paths. We can consider routing H as a flow in G, using the
paths in R. Let Ra,b be the path in R connecting a and b in G. For each edge (a, b) in H (of
capacity cH(a, b)) we can send cH(a, b) units of flow along the corresponding path Ra,b. If
we do this for all pairs of terminals, we have a routing of H in G. Moreover, we can define
the load of H x R on an edge e as the total amount of flow traversing the edge e:
loadHxR(e) = E:CH(a, b)leERa,
a,beK
and similarly the relative load rloadH xR(e) = loadH', R(e). Then the goal of constructing
a #-quality flow-sparsifier is equivalent to finding a distribution A so that for all e E E,
EHxR AHxRTloadHxR(e) -/. As in [54], we can consider a smooth potential function
and ask for a A that satisfies a stronger guarantee:
lmax(MA) <#
EHxR AHxR > I
AHxR > 0 for all H, R
Rhcke reduces the problem of finding a solution to this convex program to the problem
of always being able to find an index H x R so that the partial of Imax(MA) with respect
to AHxR is at most #/2. The intuition here is that if we can always find such an index,
throughout the course of the algorithm we will be able to maintain the invariant that the
potential function lmax(MA) is at most, say, a /-factor larger than the li-norm of A.
For any H x R, the partial derivative of lmax(MA) with respect to AHxR is
&lmax(MA) loadHxR(e)
AHxR C(ee(MX)e
Set d(e) = e and let D be the resulting shortest path metric on G. Then we have
c (e) e(M\) e
that E, c(u, v)D(u, v) < 1.
Suppose we are given access to a rounding algorithm that always returns an element
H E N' whose cost is at most a C factor larger than the cost of the semi-metric relaxation.
Hence, given the semi-metric D the algorithm returns an H for which
E cH(a,b)D(a,b) < C
a,bcK
For each pair of terminals a, b E K, let Ra,b be the shortest path according to the metric D
between a and b in G (and break ties arbitrarily). Let R be the set of these shortest paths,
one for each pair of terminals. Then
loadHxR(e MX cH(a,b) ( D(e) =J cH(a,b)D(a,b) < C
e c(e)e(AA)e a,bEK ecRab a,bcK
Racke also proves that the number of iterations (of repeatedly finding some H x R
for which the partial is small, and increasing the corresponding index in A) is at most
O( E log n) where |V I = n. Hence we obtain:
Theorem 17. Let R' C N be any finite set of flow-sparsifiers (for G and K), and sup-
pose that we are given a rounding algorithm ALG that achieves an approximation ratio
C relative to the semi-metric relaxation. Let T be the running time of this algorithm.
Then there is an algorithm to construct a 2C-quality flow-sparsifier that can be realized
as a convex combination of fow-sparsifiers in V'. The running time of this algorithm is
O(klE 2 log n + |E T log n).
Hence, given afast rounding algorithm for the semi-metric relaxation, we can quickly
compute a good quality flow-sparsifier. The rounding algorithm due to Fakcharoenphol,
Harrelson, Rao and Talwar [26] (Theorem 11) runs in time O(kl El) and hence:
Corollary 5. There is an algorithm to compute an 0( l k ) -quality flow-sparsifier that
runs in time O(kl E 2 log n).
Also, the rounding algorithm due to Calinescu, Karloff and Rabani [18] (using an im-
a) si s2 b) si s2 c) si s2
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Figure 3-4: a. Communication problem on a directed graph b. Multicommodity solution c.
Network coding solution
proved padded decomposition procedure due to Fakcharoenphol and Talwar [28]) runs in
time O(r 2 EI + kIE1) (assuming G excludes Kr,, as a minor). Hence
Corollary 6. Suppose G excludes K,,, as a minor Then there is an algorithm to compute
an O(r2 )-quality flow-sparsifier that runs in time O(k|E|2 log n + r2 | E 2 log n).
3.2.5 Network Coding
Here we demonstrate that an a-quality flow-sparsifier that is generated through a distribu-
tion on contractions also preserves network coding rates within an a-factor as well.
Suppose we are given the communication problem in Figure 3-4a - si wants to send a
message to ti and s2 wants to send a message to t2. We can phrase this communication
problem as a multicommodity problem - i.e as a maximum concurrent flow problem, in
which case the optimal rate is 1 as in Figure 3-4b. However, if we allow messages to be2
XORed, then the optimal rate can be made to be 1 as in Figure 3-4c. This later solution to
the communication problem is a network coding solution. This example is due to Ahlswede
et al [3].
We do not define the precise notion of a network coding problem or solution here be-
cause we will not use these definitions apart from noticing that a flow-sparsifier that is
generated as a convex combination of 0-extension graphs preserves network coding rates
(within the same factor) in addition to multicommodity flow rates. See [36] for a precise
definition of network coding rate.
Definition 19. Given a demand vector r' R P 2), suppose that R is the network coding rate
for the network coding problem. We will call cong'(j) J the network congestion.
We observe that congn (i) congG (F) because from any maximum concurrent flow
solution we can construct a network coding solution that is at least as good. Also, from
the above example we can have a strict inequality in the case of a directed graph - i.e. the
network coding solution performs strictly better. However, it is conjectured [1], [36] that
the network coding rate is always equal to the maximum concurrent flow rate for undirected
graphs. Despite much work on this problem, researchers have only been able to improve
upon the sparsest cut upper bound for the network coding rate in specific cases [1], [36],
[37].
This conjecture has far-reaching implications. The results of Ahlswede et al [1] imply
that even proving an o(log k) bound - i.e. congGM() o(log k)congn (r) for all undirected
graphs would imply the first super-linear lower bound for oblivious matrix transposition in
the bit-probe model, and this would be the first super-linear lower bound in this powerful
model for any problem.
In fact, any flow-sparsifier generated from a convex combination of 0-extensions will
necessarily approximately preserve many types of "congestion" functions, which we for-
malize below as proper congestion functions.
Definition 20. We will call a congestion function cong* : R() - R+ a proper congestion
function iffor all demand vectors i
e increasing the capacity of an edge in G can only decrease con V
* cong*(Pl < congG(H)cong (r
Note that the second point requires that the congestion function be "compose-able"
with minimum congestion routings. For example, in the case of network codes, if there is
a good network coding solution in H and H can embed well into G as a flow, then there is
a good network coding solution in G as well.
Claim 10. Network congestion is a proper congestion function.
This follows immediately from the precise definition of network coding - again see [36]
for a precise definition. Given any (proper) congestion function cong*, we can define the
notion of an a-quality vertex sparsifier as a graph H = (K, EH) for which for all 7' E R2()
cong(V) < cong*(f) < acong*()
Lemma 4. Let H = >if -y(f)Gf be aflow-sparsifier of quality a that is generated from a
convex combination of 0-extension functions. Then H is also an a-quality vertex sparsifier
with respect to any proper congestion function.
Proof: Using the first property of a proper congestion function, congH(*) < cong* (r).
Similarly, using the second property of a proper congestion function we have that for all
demand vectors r,
cong*() < congG(H)cong*()
and using Lemma I this implies the result. D
Later, we will demonstrate a separation - that requiring a vertex sparsifier to be gener-
ated as a convex combination of 0-extensions can make the problem asymptotically harder.
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Chapter 4
Algorithms
4.1 Computing a Vertex Sparsifier
Here we give efficient algorithms for constructing flow-sparsifiers (and hence also cut-
sparsifiers) that achieve the existential bounds given in Chapter 3. We give an algorithm
that runs in time polynomial in n and k that can construct a flow-sparsifier whose quality
matches the quality of the best flow-sparsifier that can be achieved through 0-extension
functions for the given G and K. Thus this algorithm always constructs a flow-sparsifier of
quality at most 0( log4 k ). And if G excludes Kr,, as a minor then this algorithm constructs
a flow-sparsifier of quality at most 0(r2 ). If there happens to be an even better quality
flow-sparsifier (that can still be achieved through 0-extensions), the algorithm can always
find a flow-sparsifier whose quality is at least as good- although the flow-sparsifier that
is constructed is not necessarily realizable as a convex combination of 0-extensions. Our
algorithm makes novel use of Earth-mover constraints. Note that in Section 3.2.4, we gave
a faster algorithm that achieves the same worst-case guarantees, but does not necessarily
find an even better flow-sparsifier if one happens to exist for the particular G and K.
4.1.1 A Geometric Interpretation
We can naturally represent any (candidate) vertex sparsifier using a polynomial number
of variables. Any (candidate) graph H = (K, EH) is defined by (') non-negative variables
X = { Xa,b}a,bEK
which each are assigned a value equal to the capacity of the corresponding edge in H (here
we think of H as being a complete, capacitated graph - where edge weights can be zero).
Consider the predicates:
" H is a cut-sparsifier
" H is a flow-sparsifier
" H has quality at most a as a cut-sparsifier
" H has quality at most a as a flow-sparsifier
Each of these predicates can be written as a set of linear inequalities on the variables
X. Consider the first and third predicate, which will be easier to write as a set of linear
inequalities as these constraints only pertain to cuts. Consider the polytope:
Type 1.c: hK(A) < Z(a,b)EfK (A) za,b for all A c K
Type 2.c: E(a,b)ESK(A) Xa,b < ahK(A) for all A c K
0 < Xa,b for all a, b c K
Claim 11. H is a cut-sparsifier if and only if all Type 1.c inequalities are satisfied. Also H
has quality at most a as a cut-sparsifier if and only if all Type 2.c inequalities are satisfied.
Hence, the above polytope represents the set of all a-quality cut-sparsifiers for G, K.
Apriori we do not know if this polytope is non-empty, but the results in Chapter 3 imply
that this polytope is non-empty for a = Q ( log k )* If G excludes K,,, as a minor, then this
polytope is non-empty for a = O(r 2).
Notice that if we are content with an algorithm that runs in time polynomial in n but
exponential in k, we can afford to explicitly write down each of Type 1.c and Type 2.c
inequalities. Then we can run any polynomial time algorithm for solving a linear program
to obtain not just a good quality cut-sparsifier, but also the best quality cut sparsifier for the
given G and K.
However, an algorithm that runs in time exponential in k is insufficient for many appli-
cations - for many NP-hard graph partitioning problems, we can compute a good quality
cut-sparsifier as a preprocessing step. We can run an off-the-shelf approximation algorithm
directly on H as a proxy for running on G in order to save both in both time and the approx-
imation guarantee (by replacing a dependence on the size of G with a slightly worse factor
that only depends on the size of H). Yet if we require time exponential in k to compute a
good quality cut-sparsifier, we can solve a graph partitioning problem involving the termi-
nals directly by brute force in G simply by enumerating the minimum cut in G separating
A from K - A for all A C K.
Our goal will be to give an algorithm for computing a good quality vertex sparsifier that
runs in time polynomial in both n and k. Our constructive results will be predicated on the
existential result - once we are guaranteed that the polytope is non-empty, we can design
a separation oracle for this polytope and use the Ellipsoid algorithm to find a point inside
this polytope in polynomial time - even though there are exponentially many constraints.
Already, we see that if we were to run the Ellipsoid algorithm (assuming a polyno-
mial time separation oracle for the Type 1.c and Type 2.c inequalities, we would obtain
a cut-sparsifier of good quality but this cut-sparsifier would not necessarily be realizable
as a convex combination of 0-extensions, even though we know that good cut-sparsifiers
realizable through 0-extensions exist.
Using this observation, there is in fact an even tighter polytope contained inside the
above polytope, which the existential results in Chapter 3 also imply is non-empty.
Definition 21. Z = {H E R(2) = f 7(f)hf l
Consider the polytope:
Type Z: X E Z
Type 2.c: E(ab)E6K(A) Xa,b < ahK(A) for all A C K
0 < Xa,b for all a, b E K
This polytope is contained inside the polytope formed using Type 1.c and Type 2.c
inequalities because any graph representable as a convex combination of 0-extensions is
necessarily a cut-sparsifier too. However, even this tighter polytope is non-empty for a =
o0( lgk ) because the existential results in Chapter 3 not only state that O( log k ) -qulog log klog log k
cut-sparsifiers exist, but that furthermore these cut-sparsifiers are realizable as a convex
combination of 0-extensions.
We note that the 0-extension problem [39] is NP-hard, and hence we cannot hope to
optimize a linear function over the polytope Z in polynomial time assuming P f NP:
we could encode an arbitrary metric D on K into a linear function so that the minimum
value of this linear function on the domain Z is precisely the value of the minimum cost
0-extension for the 0-extension problem defined by G, K and D.
Next, we give equivalent sets of linear inequalities for each of the remaining predicates
(the second and fourth predicate above). Recall that in Section 3.2.3, we defined the set PG
as the set of all demand vectors routable in G with congestion at most one. Let V(PG) be
the vertices of this polytope, which using Claim 8 is finite.
Definition 22. HG = Uf.EV(PG){all semi-metrics d s.t. a,bEK Va,bd(a, b) = 1}
Recall that in Section 3.2.3, we also defined DG as the set of semi-metrics that are real-
izable in G using total distance x capacity units at most one. Then consider the polytope:
Type 1.f: Ea,beK Xa,bd(a, b) > 1 for all d c HG
Type 2.f: ZabEK Xa,bd(a, b) < a for all d c DG
0 Xa,b for all a, b E K
Lemma 5. H is aflow-sparsifier if and only if all Type 1.f inequalities are satisfied.
Proof: Suppose there is some d E HG for which Ea,bEK X,bd(a, b) < 1. Hence there is
some r c V(PG) for which Ea,bEK ia,bd(a, b) = 1, and so using weak duality the demand
vector F is not routable with congestion one in H. However i is in PG and hence is routable
with congestion one in G, and so H is not a flow-sparsifier.
To prove the reverse direction, suppose that H is not a flow-sparsifier. Then there is
some Y' E PG that is not routable with congestion one in H. If j is not on the boundary of
PG, we can scale up ' so that it is - i.e. F E SG, and this maintains the invariant that i'is not
routable in H with congestion one. We can apply strong duality, and there must be some
semi-metric d such that the ratio
Ea,bEK ra,bd(a, b)
Since r' E SG, we can write r' as a convex combination of points in V(PG). This implies
that there is some S E V(PG) for which the ratio is also strictly larger than one:
Za,bEK Sa,bd(a b)
ZabcK Xa,bd(a, b)
So we can scale the semi-metric d to find a violated Type 1.f inequality. D
Claim 12. H has quality at most a as a flow-sparsifier if and only if all Type 2.f inequalities
are satisfied.
Proof: This follows immediately using strong duality and Lemma 1. 1
We will at times mix and match these various families of inequalities to create different
polytopes - while all these polytopes that we create will be non-empty using the existential
results on vertex sparsifiers, some of these families of inequalities will be easier to enforce
than others. We have already seen hints of this - the set Z is NP-hard to optimize over,
and actually it is even NP-hard to implement a separation oracle for the set of Type 2.c
inequalities as these inequalities are equivalent to the generalized sparsest cut problem
(where X are interpreted as demands to be routed in G).
4.1.2 Lifting (via an Earth-Mover Relaxation)
Here we give an algorithm that runs in time polynomial in n and k that returns a flow-
sparsifier whose quality is at least as good as the quality of the best flow-sparsifier that can
be achieved through a distribution on 0-extensions. The results in this section appear in
[20].
Our algorithm makes novel use of Earth-mover constraints. Consider the polytope Z
defined in Definition 21. Optimizing an arbitrary linear function over this polytope is NP-
hard. Given this observation, it is doubtful that we can efficiently implement a separation
oracle for the polytope:
Type Z: X E Z
Type 2.f: ZabEK £a,bd(a, b) < a for all d E DG
0 < Xa,b for all a, b E K
Similarly, consider the polytope:
Type 1.f: ZabeK £a,bd(a, b) > 1 for all d E H G
Type 2.f: ZabEK Xa,bd(a, b) < a for all d E DG
0 < Xa , for all a, b E K
While we can implement a separation oracle for the Type 2.f inequalities using min-
imum congestion routing, we do not know of an efficient separation oracle for the Type
1.f inequalities. We will return to the question of designing an efficient separation oracle
for the Type 1.f inequalities in Section 4.1.3 where we will give an efficient approximate
separation oracle based on oblivious routing.
Our approach is to define a set Z' D Z for which we can give an efficient separation
oracle. Furthermore, any point in Z' will satisfy the Type 1.f inequalities. This set Z' is
based on the Earth-mover relaxation for the 0-extension problem - see [21] and [5].
Definition 23. Let Z' ={H for all a, b E K, cH (a, b) ,V c(u, v)p':b} where p is
for all u, v E
for all u, v E
V,u # v, and a, b G K
V,u # v, and a, b e K
a = 1 for all u E V
acK
Pa = 1 for all a E KPa
P ;> 0 for all u, v G V,u#v, and a,bK
We first note that Z' is a relaxation for Z:
Claim 13. Z' D Z
Proof: The vertices of Z are {Gf}f where f ranges over all 0-extensions. Consider an ar-
bitrary vertex G. We can set Pa 1f(u)=a and similarly we can set pa"b = lf(u)=alf(v)=b-
These values satisfy the conditions in Definition 23. We can check that the equality cf (a, b)
EU,vev c(u, v)p'b holds, where cf is the capacity function of G. Hence Gf E Z' and
since this is true for each vertex of Z, we conclude that Z' -> Z. E
The more surprising property of Z' that our algorithm will use is that the constraints of
Z' enforce the Type 1.f inequalities.
Lemma 6. Let X E Z'. Then X satisfies the Type 1.f inequalities.
Proof: Consider an arbitrary demand vector r that can be routed with congestion at most
one in G - i.e. ' E PG. Let 6' be any semi-metric on K. Then
S6'(a, b)cH(a, b)
a,beK
S 5(a, b) E c(u, v)p"jj c(u, v) 5pu'6(a, b)
abEK u,vCEV u,vGV a,bEK,a=f b
> c(u,v)EMD&,(p, pv)
u,vGV
where EMD& (pU pv) is the Earth-mover distance between the distributions p" and p'
under the semi-metric 6' - i.e. the minimum cost under 6' to move the distribution p' to p'.
required to satisfy the conditions:
Pa,b
Pab
bG K
= Pab
= a
Let 6(u, v) = EMD&,(pu, pv). Clearly 6 is a semi-metric on V. Since ' is routable in
G with congestion at most one, using weak duality we obtain that
c(u, v)(u, v) ;> ra,bO(a, b)
u,v6V a,beK
which is in fact true (for any flow r' E PG) for any semi-metric 6 on V. We observe that
6(a, b) = 6'(a, b) for all a, b E K and combining these equations we obtain that
6'(a, b)cH (a, b) a,3O'(a, b)
a,bEK a,bcEK
and this is true for any semi-metric 6' on K.
Hence, by strong duality, ' must also be routable in G with congestion at most one. E
Recall Definition 9 in which we defined the contraction quality a(G, K) of G, K -
which is the quality of the best cut-sparsifier that can be achieved through a convex combi-
nation of 0-extensions. We can analogously define the quantity ae(G, K) as the quality of
the best flow-sparsifier that can be achieved through a convex combination of 0-extensions.
Theorem 18. There is an algorithm that runs in time polynomial in n and k that returns
a flow-sparsiper whose quality is at most ac(G, K), however this flow-sparsifier is not
necessarily realizable as a convex combination of 0-extensions.
Proof: Consider the polytope
Type Z': X E Z'
Type 2.f: ZabEK X,bd(a, b) < a for all d E DG
0 < Xa,b for all a, b c K
We can implement an efficient separation algorithm for the Type Z' inequalities using
linear programming (and because the number of Earth-mover constraints in the definition
of the set Z' is polynomial in n and k). We can also implement an efficient separation
algorithm for the Type 2.f inequalities using minimum congestion routing. Hence we can
run the Ellipsoid algorithm and find a point X in this polytope, if one exists. Let a* be
the minimum a for which the above polytope is non-empty - using binary search, we can
determine this value.
Using Claim 13, the polytope
Type Z': X E Z'
Type 2.f: ZabCK xa,6d(a, b) < a(G, K) for all d E DG
0 Xa,b for all a, b E K
is non-empty. Hence az* < a(G, K). Let R be the point in R(2) found for the value
a = a*. Using Lemma 6, H is a flow-sparsifier and because H satisfies the Type 2.f
inequalities, H has quality at most a* < a (G, K). E
4.1.3 The Max-Min Congestion Problem
Here we give an efficient O(log k)-approximate separation oracle for the Type 1.f in-
equalities. The results in this section appear in [49]. If we could efficiently implement an
exact separation oracle for these inequalities, we could efficiently compute a flow-sparsifier
whose quality matches the quality of the best flow-sparsifier for the given G and K. In com-
parison, the algorithm in Section 4.1.2 computes a flow-sparsifier whose quality is at least
as good as the quality of the best flow-sparsifier that can be achieved through 0-extensions.
Let us introduce the max-min congestion problem, which is the natural optimization
problem associated with finding a violated Type 1.f if such an inequality exists.
Definition 24. The input to the max-min congestion problem is a capacitated graph G
(V, E), a set of terminals K C V and a capacitated graph on just the terminals H =
(K, EH). The goal is to compute a non-negative vector (i.e. a demand vector) r' E R 2k)
that maximizes the ratio
congH (r)
congG(
Notice that the problem of determining if H is a flow-sparsifier (i.e. if H satisfies all
Type 1.f inequalities) is equivalent to the problem of whether or not the optimal value to
the max-min congestion problem is at most one. We also observe that if K = V, then
this optimization problem is easy because O will be the demand vector that maximizes
the above ratio - in much the same manner that there is a single demand vector H whose
congestion we need to compute to determine the quality of H as a flow-sparsifier (see
Lemma 1). The challenging aspect of this optimization problem is that if K # V, there is
no longer a notion of a "hardest" flow routable in G (with congestion at most one) to route
in H.
We will give an O(log k)-approximation algorithm for the max-min congestion problem
based on a novel use of oblivious routing. Roughly, the strategy is to compute a good
oblivious routing scheme in H and then to compute a demand vector r that is routable
in G (with congestion at most one) that maximizes the congestion of our fixed oblivious
routing scheme in G. We can accomplish this goal by writing a separate linear program for
each edge (a, b) in H and attempting to find an r' that is routable in G that maximizes the
congestion of the oblivious routing scheme on e. We can always find an oblivious routing
scheme in H that is O(log k)-competitive (since H has only k nodes). Hence if we find a
vector r- that is routable in G but which results in congestion C when using the oblivious
routing scheme for H, this vector r' must also have congH (F) at least O(1gk) in H.
As outlined above, our first step is to compute an O(log k)-competitive oblivious rout-
ing scheme f for H. Such an oblivious routing scheme is guaranteed to exist, and can
be found in polynomial time using the results due to Racke [54] because the graph H has
only k nodes. For each a, b E K, f specifies a unit flow from a to b in G' and we will
let fa'b : EH - R+ be the corresponding assignment of flows to edges for this unit flow.
Since f is O(log k)-competitive, f has the property that for any demand vector F, the con-
gestion that results from routing according to f is within an 0 (log k) factor of the optimal
congestion for routing Fin H.
For any edge (a, b) E EH, we consider the following linear program LP(a, b):
t E fs,tt (a,b)
max Ca CH (a,b)
s.t.
F E PG
Note the set PG is a polytope, and the condition F E PG just enforces that the demand
vector r' is routable in G withe congestion at most one. In fact, we could write out the
condition r' E PG explicitly using a polynomial sized set of constraints that enforce that P
is realizable by a flow (that satisfies the standard conservation constraints) and for which the
total flow on any edge in G does not exceed the capacity of this edge. Regardless, the linear
program above can be solved efficiently (because the terms fs''(a, b) are not variables, but
are specified by a fixed, competitive oblivious routing scheme in H).
The interpretation of this linear program is that it finds a demand vector that can be
routed with congestion at most one in G, and among all such flows maximizes the con-
gestion of the oblivious routing scheme on the edge (a, b) E EH- We will solve the above
linear program for all edges in H and output the demand vector iP that achieves the max-
imum value Cab. Let (a, b) be the edge in H for which we obtain the maximum value to
the above linear program.
Lemma 7. congH ) > ogk)
Proof: The congestion of the oblivious routing scheme for the demand vector F* is at least
Ca,b, since the oblivious routing scheme sends a total flow of Ca,bcH(a, b) on the edge
(a, b) in H when routing the demand vector iP. Since the oblivious routing scheme f is
O(log k)-competitive, congH() Ca,b k
0O(log k)
Let OPT be the optimal value of the max-min congestion problem.
Lemma 8. Ca,b OPT
Proof: Let dbe the optimal demand vector, for the max-min congestion problem. We can
assume d E PG by scaling this vector, and then congH(i) = OPT. Consider the point d
which is feasible in each linear program (one for each edge in H) above. The oblivious
routing scheme specifies a routing of d in H. So there must be some edge (a', b') in H for
which the total flow (that results from routing d according to the oblivious routing scheme
f) is at least congH (M)cH(a', b') = OPTcH (a', b'). Hence the optimal value Caly for the
linear program LP(a', b') is at least OPT. E
These lemmas immediately imply
Theorem 19. There is an O(log k)-approximation algorithm for the max-min congestion
problem that runs in time polynomial in n and k.
An interesting open question is whether the max-min congestion problem is even hard:
Open Question 1. Is there an efficient algorithm for the max-min congestion problem?
As we observed earlier, a positive answer to this question would immediately yield an
efficient algorithm for computing the best quality flow-sparsifier for any given G and K.
4.2 Universal Rounding Algorithms
A good flow-sparsifier approximately preserves the congestion of every demand vector.
Using the definition of the unit congestion polytope (see Definition 13), we can interpret
an oa-quality flow-sparsifier as a graph H = (K, EH) for which
PG C PH C aPG
Here we observe that many linear programming relaxations are based on multicommod-
ity flows in the sense that the value of a relaxation (for, say, a graph partitioning problem) is
only a function of the polytope PG. Hence, a good flow-sparsifier approximately preserves
the value of these many types of linear programming relaxations. For example, the linear
programming relaxations for generalized sparsest cut, multi-cut and even the requirement
cut problem each depend only on properties of PG. In fact, in a technical sense, a good
flow-sparsifier also approximately preserves the integrality gap of any linear programming
relaxation that only depends upon PG.
Here we impose additional structure on a good vertex sparsifier - we require a flow-
sparsifier to not only have good quality, but also be decomposable into a convex combina-
tion of "contraction-based" trees. We give an algorithm for computing an O(log k)-quality
flow-sparsifier that is explicitly represented as a convex combination of "contraction-based"
trees. This allows us to algorithmically reduce the input graph to a tree, while still approx-
imately preserving the integrality gap of any relaxation (that depends only on PG) within
an O(log k) factor. Hence we can use any rounding algorithm for the relaxation on trees to
get a rounding algorithm for general graphs.
This immediately implies a master theorem for graph partitioning problems - as long as
the integrality gap of linear programming relaxation (that depends only on PG) is bounded
on trees, then the integrality gap is at most an O(log k) factor larger for general graphs.
Additionally, if there is an efficient rounding algorithm for the relaxation when restricted to
trees, then there is also an efficient rounding algorithm for general graphs whose approxi-
mation ratio that is at most an O(log k) factor larger. This result implies optimal bounds for
many well studied graph partitioning problems (such as generalized sparsest cut, multi-cut
and the requirement cut problem) as a special case, and even yields optimal bounds for
more exotic problems that had not been studied before.
The results in this section appear in [20] and a similar approach is given in [25].
4.2.1 0-Decompositions
The notion of a 0-extension was introduced by Karzanov [39], and we made extensive use
of this concept in Section 3. Here we introduce a related concept, that of a 0-decomposition.
In a technical sense, the aim of this definition is to combine the useful properties of a 0-
extension function and a decomposition tree [54].
Recall that given a 0-extension f, we can define a graph Gf on just the terminal set K
that results from collapsing all node mapped to the same terminal. Again, recall that we let
cf denote the capacity function of this resulting graph.
Definition 25. Given a tree T on K, and a 0-extension f, we can generate a 0-decomposition
Gf,T = (K, EfT) as follows:
1. The only edges present in GfT will be those in T, and for any edge (a, b) G E(T),
let Ta, Tb be the subtrees containing a, b respectively that result from deleting (a, b)
from T.
2. cf(a, b) (i.e. the capacity assigned to (a, b) in Gf,T is defined as:
cf(a, b) = cf(u, v)
u,vEK and uGTa,vTb
Hence a 0-decomposition is specified by a 0-extension f and a tree T on K. We first
prove that any 0-decomposition is a flow-sparsifier. The proof of this claim is a generaliza-
tion of the one given in Claim 7.
Claim 14. Gf,T is a flow-sparsifier
Proof: We can think of forming a 0-decomposition through a series of operations that either
contract an edge or re-route an edge (a, b) by deleting the capacity c(a, b) associated with
the edge, and choosing a path p = a, Pi, P2, . .PS, b and incrementing the capacity of each
edge in the path by c(a, b). Call this latter operation a re-routing. The proof in Claim 7
demonstrates that a contraction operation cannot make the congestion of a demand vector
' increase. A re-routing operation also cannot make the congestion of ' increase: consider
demand vector r. We can assume, after scaling, that r' has congG() = 1. Consider the
graph G' that results from re-routing the edge (a, b) along the path p = a, P1, P2, ---ps, b.
Given the minimum congestion routing of r' in G, we can divert all flow through (a, b)
to the path p and the resulting routing will still be a routing of r' (in G') and will have
congestion at most one. Hence congG' (r) < con G (j) and we can apply contraction and
re-routing operations inductively to prove that Gf,T is a flow-sparsifier. El
Next we prove the main result in this section: we give an algorithm that can construct
an O(log k)-quality flow-sparsifier and a representation of this flow-sparsifier as a convex
combination of 0-decompositions. This result is a generalization of the celebrated result of
Racke [54] in the sense that not only is the graph that we compute a convex combination of
trees, but this graph also contains no non-terminals (and achieves an approximation ratio
that is independent of the size of the original graph G).
Theorem 20. There is an algorithm to construct a distribution 'y on 0-decompositions such
that H = ZfT -}(f, T)Gf,T is an O(log k)-quality flow-sparsifier, and this algorithm runs
in time polynomial in n and k.
To prove this theorem, we can immediately use the machinery in Section 3.2.3, setting
' = {G=,T} f,. All that remains is to bound the integrality gap of -'. Roughly, we need
to show that for any metric d c DG - i.e. is realizable in G with total capacity x distance
units at most one - that there is a f, T such that EabcK d(a, b)cf,T(a, b) ; O(log k) where
Cf,T is the capacity function of Gf,T.
We can prove this by a randomized rounding procedure that is almost the same as the
rounding procedure in [27]: We can scale up the distances in d to obtain a metric A in
which the distances are all at least one and we assume 26 is an upper bound on the diameter
of the metric space. Then we need to first choose a 0-extension f for which the cost against
A is O(log k) times the cost of realizing A in G. We do this as follows:
Choose a random permutation 7r(1), wr(2), ... , (k) of K
Choose # uniformly at random from [1, 2]
D 6 +- {V}, i +- 6 - 1
while Di+1 has a cluster which contains more than one terminal do
#i +-- 2'--1#
for f= 1to k do
for every cluster S in Di+1 do
Create a new cluster of all unassigned vertices in S closer than /i to 7r(f)
end for
end for
i +- i - 1
end while
Then, exactly as in [27], we can construct a decomposition tree from the rounding
procedure. The root node is V corresponding to the partition D6, and the children of this
node are all sets in the partition D3_1. Each successive Di is a refinement of Di+1 , so
each set of Di is made to be a child of the corresponding set in Dj+1 that contains it. At
each level i of this tree, the distance to the layer above is 2', and one can verify that this
tree-metric associated with the decomposition tree dominates the original metric space A
restricted to the set K. Note that the tree metric does not dominate A on V, because there
are some nodes which are mapped to the same leaf node in this tree, and correspondingly
have distance 0.
If we consider any edge (u, v), we can bound the expected distance in this tree metric
from the leaf node containing u to the leaf-node containing v. In fact, this expected distance
is only a function of the metric space A restricted to KU{u, v}. Accordingly, for any (u, v),
we can regard the metric space that generates the tree-metric as a metric space on just k +2
points.
Formally, the rounding procedure in [27] is:
Choose a random permutation 7r(1), gr(2), ... , Ir(n) of V
Choose # uniformly at random from [1, 2]
D6 {- V}, i <- 6 - 1
while Di+ 1 has a cluster that is not a singleton do
/, - 2'- 1/3
for f = 1 to n do
for every cluster S in Di+1 do
Create a new cluster of all unassigned vertices in S closer than /i to ir(E)
end for
end for
end while
Formally, [27] proves a stronger statement than just that the expected distance (accord-
ing to the tree-metric generated from the above rounding procedure) is 0 (log n) times the
original distance. We will say that u, v are split at level i if these two nodes are contained
in different sets of Di. Let X, be the indicator variable for this event.
Then the distance in the tree-metric AT generated from the above rounding procedure
is AT(U, v) = i 2i+1Xi. In fact, [27] proves the stronger statement that this is true even if
U, v are not in the metric space (i.e. u, v ( V) but are always grouped in the cluster which
they would be if they were in fact in the set V (provided of course that they can be grouped
in such a cluster). More formally, we set V' = V U {u, v} and if the step "Create a new
cluster of all unassigned vertices in S closer than #j to 7r(E)" is replaced with "Create a
new cluster of all unassigned vertices in V' in S closer than #3 to r(1)", then [27] actually
proves in this more general context that
Z2" 1Xi < O(logn)A(u, v)
If we input the metric space A restricted to K into the above rounding procedure (but
at each clustering stage we consider all of V) we get exactly our rounding procedure. So
the main theorem in [27] (or rather our restatement of it) is
(If AT is the tree-metric generated from the above rounding procedure)
Theorem 21. [27] For all u, v, E[AT(u, v)] < O(log k)A(u, v).
At the end of the rounding procedure, we have a tree in which each leaf corresponds
to a subset of V that contains at most 1 terminal. We are given a tree-metric AT on
V associated with the output of the algorithm, and this tree-metric has the property that
E(u,v)EE c(u, v)AT(u, v) < O(log k).
We would like to construct a tree T' from T which has only leafs which contain exactly
one terminal. We first state a simple claim that will be instructive in order to do this:
Claim 15. Given a tree metric AT on a tree T on K, Ea,beK AT(a, b)cf,T(a, b) =
ZabeK AT (a, b)cf(a, b).
Proof: The graph Gf,T can be obtained from Gf by iteratively re-routing some edge
(a, b) c Ef along the path connecting a and b in T and adding cf (a, b) capacity to each
edge on this path, and finally deleting the edge (a, b). The original cost of this edge is
c(a, b)AT(a, b), and if a = p1, P2,pr = b is the path connecting a and b in T, the cost
after performing this operation is c(a, b) ET A(pi,pi+1) = c(a, b)Ar(a, b) because AT
is a tree-metric. II
We can think of each edge (u, v) as being routed between the deepest nodes in the tree
that contain u and v respectively, and the edge pays c(u, v) times the distance according to
the tree-metric on this path. Then we can perform the following procedure: each time we
find a node in the tree which has only leaf nodes as children and none of these leaf nodes
contains a terminal, we can delete these leaf nodes. This cannot increase the cost of the
edges against the tree-metric because every edge (which we regard as routed in the tree)
is routed on the same, or a shorter path. After this procedure is done, every leaf node that
doesn't contain a terminal contains a parent p that has a terminal node a. Suppose that the
deepest node in the tree that contains a is c We can take this leaf node, and delete it, and
place all nodes in the tree-node c. This procedure only affects the cost of edges with one
endpoint in the leaf node that we deleted, and at most doubles the cost paid by the edge
because distances in the tree are geometrically decreasing. So if we iteratively perform the
above steps, the total cost after performing these operations is at most 4 times the original
cost.
And it is easy to see that this results in a natural 0-extension in which each node u is
mapped to the terminal corresponding to the deepest node that u is contained in.
Each edge pays a cost proportional to a tree-metric distance between the endpoints
of the edge. So we know that Ea,bEK AT(a, b)Cf,T(a, b) = O(log k) because this cost
increased by at most a factor of 4 from iteratively performing the above steps. Yet using
the Claim 15, we get a 0-extension f and a tree T such that Ea,bEK AT(a, b)Cf,T(a, b)
O(log k) and because AT dominates A when restricted to K, this implies that
E A(a, b)cf,T(a, b) < E ArT(a, b)cf,T(a, b) = O(log k)
a,bcK a,bEK
and this implies an O(log k) bound on the integrality gap of '' = {Gf,T}f,T.
We can immediately apply the results in Section 3.2.4 and this implies the main theorem
(stated above) in this section - that there is an efficient algorithm for computing an O(log k)-
quality flow-sparsifier that can be realized as a convex combination of contraction-based
trees.
4.2.2 Applications
Recall the definition of a fractional graph partitioning problem that we gave in Section 2.4:
We call an optimization problem D a fractional graph partitioning problem if it can be
written as (for some monotone increasing function f):
min E(u,v)EE c(u, v)d(u, v)
s.t.
d: V x V --+ R+ is a semi-metric
f(d K>
We also gave a number of examples of NP-hard graph partitioning problems for which
known linear programming relaxations fit into the above framework. Here we will demon-
strate a universal rounding algorithm (that succeeds for any fractional graph partitioning
problem) and reduces the input graph to a tree at the cost of an O(log k)-factor.
We will let D(G) denote the optimal value to the above linear program - note that this
quantity also depends on the choice of K and the function f. The notion of an "integral"
solution corresponds to some restriction on the set of admissible metrics d. The above
linear program is a relaxation in that this restriction is removed. We let ID(G) denote the
optimal solution, when this restriction is enforced:
min E(uyEE c(u, v)d(u, v)
s.t.
d: V x V R+ is a semi-metric
d is "integral"
f(d ) > 1
Recall that an "integral" solution will not necessarily coincide with the set of metric
spaces that have only integer distances, but could alternatively be some other condition
(as long as this condition is only a function of d restricted to K) - for example, the set of
"integral" solutions could be the set of all metrics that when restricted to K are cut-metrics.
Our first step is to prove that graph partitioning "costs more" on a 0-decomposition
Gf,T than on the original graph G.
Lemma 9. For any 0-decomposition Gf,T, we have that D(G) < D(Gf,T) and ID(G) <
ID(Gf,T).
Roughly, this lemma will follow because GT is a flow-sparsifier and hence makes
routing problems easier and partitioning problems harder.
Proof: As in the proof of Claim 14, we can think of forming a 0-decomposition through
a series of operations that either contract an edge or re-route an edge (a, b) by deleting the
capacity c(a, b) associated with the edge, and choosing a path p = a, p 1 , P2 , .. Ps, b and
incrementing the capacity of each edge in the path by c(a, b).
Consider first the operation of contracting an edge e in G to form G'. We can alterna-
tively think of this operation as setting the capacity of e to be infinite. Then for any metric
d (integral or otherwise) for which f(d ) 1 the quantity E(u,v)EE'c'Qu, v)d(u, v) is at
least as large as Z(uv)GEc(u, v)d(u, v) where E' and c' denote the edge set and capacity
function for the graph G' respectively. Hence the contracting an edge cannot decrease the
value of the optimal solution to either the graph partitioning problem or the relaxation.
Similarly, the operation of re-routing an edge e along a path p does not change the set of
metrics d for which f(d ) > 1. And if c(e) is the capacity of edge e, the edge contributes
c(e)d(e) to E(uv)eE C(u, v)d(u, v) before re-routing and contributes c(e) Ze'cp d(e')
c(e)d(e) after re-routing (where the last inequality follows from the condition that d be a
metric).
Hence the lemma follows by inductively applying contraction and re-routing operations
to form the 0-decomposition GfT. E
Lemma 10. Let H =Ef,T (f, T)G fTbe an o-quality flow-sparsifier Then D(Gf, ) <
aD(G).
Proof: Let d be a metric on V such that E (uV) c(u, v)d(u, v) = D(G) and f(d ) > 1.
Since H has quality a as a flow-sparsifier, there is a routing of H in G for which the
congestion on any edge is at most a. Since H =Ef 'y(f, T)G fTwe can regard this
routing of H in G as a simultaneous routing of each capacitated -y(f, T)GfT in G.
For each f, T in the support of -y, we will construct a semi-metric dfT that dominates
d on K and hence satisfies the condition f(df,T ) > 1, and yet if we sample a f, T pair
according to -y, the expected value of Ea,bEK Cf,(a, b)dfT(a, b) will be at most aD(G).
So when constructing df,T, initialize all distances to zero. df,T will be a shortest path
metric on G restricted to K. Each edge (a, b) E Ef, is routed to some distribution on paths
connecting a and b in G. A total of -y(f, T)cf,T(a, b) flow is routed on some distribution
on paths, and consider a path p that carries C(p) total flow from a to b in the routing of
-y(f, T)GfT. If the total distance along this path is d(p), we increment the distance df,T on
the edge (a, b) in Gf,T by ,(fd fr ) ) and we do this for all such paths. We do this also
for each (a, b) in Gf,T.
The distance function df,T dominates d when both metrics are restricted to K, because
the distance that we allocate to the edge (a, b) in Gf,T is a convex combination of the
distances along paths connecting a and b in G, each of which is at least d(a, b). Hence
df,T satisfies the condition f(d, T ) 2 1. We can also compute the expected value of
Za,bEK Cf,T(a, b)df,T(a, b) when we sample a f, T pair according to -y:
E 'y(f, T) E cf,T(a, b)df,T(a, b) < av 1 c(a, b)d(a, b) = aD(G)
f,T (a,b)CEf,T (a,b)cE
Hence there is some f, T for which
ZEcfr(a, b)df,T(a, b) < oD(G)
(a,b)EEfT
and yet f(df,T L) 1.
We can now prove our main theorem in this section:
Theorem 22. Given a polynomial time rounding algorithm for the semi-metric relaxation
on trees that achieves an approximation ratio of C, there is a polynomial time rounding
algorithmfor the semi-metric relaxation on general graphs that achieves an approximation
ratio of O(C log k).
Proof: Given G and K, we can use Theorem 20 to construct an O(log k)-quality flow spar-
sifier H = ZfT y(f, T)GfT that can be realized as a convex combination of contraction-
based trees in time polynomial in n and k. We can compute the value of the semi-metric
relaxation for each f, T and select a pair f, T for which D(Gf,T) < O(log k)D(G) - such
a pair is guaranteed to exist using Lemma 10.
Gft is a tree, and hence we can apply the given rounding algorithm and obtain an "inte-
gral" solution d* for which E(ab)EEfT Cf,T(a, b)d*(a, b) < CO(log k)D(G) and f(d* K) >
1. Recall that the condition that d* be "integral" is only a function of d* restricted to K. In
Gf,T each non-terminal u is mapped to a terminal f(u). We can extend d* to V such that
d(u, f (u)) = 0 and this extension is still "integral". Then
Z c(u, v)d*(u, v) = c f(a, b)d* (a, b) Cf,T(ab)d*(a,b)
u,v a,bEK (a,b)EEfT
where cf is the capacity function of the 0-extension G. Then the last inequality follows
because Gf,T can be obtained from G by re-routing edges, and each such operation can
only increase the total sum of distance x capacity units. Hence d* is an "integral" solution
that satisfies E, c(u, v)d*(u, v) < CO(log k)D(G) and f (d* ) > 1.
This rounding algorithm simultaneously gives optimal rounding algorithms (based on
the standard linear programming relaxations) for both generalized sparsest cut and multicut.
The previous techniques for rounding a fractional solution to generalized sparsest cut [46],
[8] rely on metric embedding results, and the techniques for rounding fractional solutions
to multicut [31] rely on purely combinatorial, region-growing arguments. Yet our rounding
algorithm is based on producing both a combinatorially simple graph and a geometrically
simple class of metrics.
Chapter 5
Lower Bounds and Separations
Morally, the results in this thesis are centered around the idea that the structure of near-
optimal solutions is simple for routing and graph partitioning problems. We can find a
near-optimal routing for a demand vector knowing only a good flow-sparsifier H, and a
low-congestion embedding of H into the original graph G
Here we prove lower bounds for vertex sparsification. We can regard these results as
answering the question: What if we consider optimal solutions (or solutions that are within
a constant factor of optimal) - are the solutions still simple? The answer, in this case, is no
- optimal solutions (or solutions within a constant factor of optimal) cannot be represented
concisely on a vertex sparsifier. In some sense, this lower bound reinforces the efficacy
of the methods that we have presented: We are getting something new when considering
near-optimal solutions, because near-optimal solutions are simple in a way that optimal
solutions are not.
Specifically, we prove that in general we cannot hope for a cut-sparsifier whose quality
is better than Q(log 1/4 k). Makarychev and Makarychev concurrently gave a better lower
bound of n(Vlog k). As flow-sparsification is no easier than cut-sparsification, this imme-
diately implies that in general we cannot hope for a flow-sparsifier whose quality is better
than Q(.log k) either.
We also prove a number of asymptotic separations - we give an example in which the
quality of the best cut-sparsifier is asymptotically better than the quality of the best cut-
sparsifier that can be achieved through contractions. To establish this result, we define a
cut-sparsifier based on random walks and we use tools from Harmonic analysis to analyze
the quality of this cut-sparsifier. We also give an example in which the quality of the best
flow-sparsifier is asymptotically worse than the quality of the best cut-sparsifier.
5.1 The Best Cut Sparsifier Doesn't Always Come from
Contractions
Here we give an infinite family of graphs for which the quality of the best cut-sparsifier is
at least Q(log 1/4 k). Our proof is elementary, and is only based on duality and estimates
for binomial coefficients. Additionally, we use this example to demonstrate a separation -
that the best quality cut-sparsifiers do not always come through contractions. In fact, we
demonstrate that the the quality of the best cut-sparsifier is asymptotically better than the
quality of the best cut-sparsifier that can be achieved through 0-extensions. The results in
this section appear in [20].
Let us define the graph G that we will use to obtain these results: Let Y be the hy-
percube of size 2 d for d = log k. To generate G from Y: for every node y, E Y (i.e.
s E {0, 1}d), we add a terminal z, and connect the z, to y, using an edge of capacity vd.
Additionally we set the capacity of each edge in the hypercube to one.
5.1.1 Lower Bounds
First, we give an Q(v '2) integrality gap for the semi-metric relaxation of the 0-extension
problem on this graph, even when the semi-metric (actually on all of V) is f1. Hence this
is a lower bound on the integrality gap of the cut-cut relaxation given in Section 3.1.4 and
immediately implies that any cut-sparsifier that can be realized as a convex combination of
0-extensions has quality at least Q(Vd') = Q(V/log k). Such a bound is actually implicit in
the work of [38] too.
Consider the distance assignment to the edges: Each edge connecting a terminal to a
node in the hypercube - i.e. an edge of the form (z8, ys) is assigned distance v/d and every
other edge in the graph is assigned distance 1. Then let a be the shortest path metric on V
given these edge distances.
Recall that given U c V, Au is the corresponding cut metric - see Definition 10.
Claim 16. o, is an f1 semi-metric on V, and in fact there is a weighted combination 6 of
cuts such that o-(u, v) = EZ 6(U) AU(u, v) and EU 6(U)h(U) = O(kd)
Proof: We can take 6(U) = 1 for any cut (U, V - U) s.t. U = {z, U y Isi = 1} - i.e. U
is the axis-cut corresponding to the ith bit. We also take 6(U) = /i for each U {z,}.
This set of weights will achieve -(u, v) = EU 6(U)Au(u, v), and also there are d axis
cuts each of which has capacity h(U) = k and there are k singleton cuts of weight v'd and
capacity v so the total cost is O(kd). E
Yet if we take D equal to the restriction of a on K, then the optimal solution to the
0-extension problem defined by G, K and D is at least Q(kd 3/2 ):
Lemma 11. For any 0-extension f, Zuyv D(f (u), f(v))c(u, v) > Q(kd 3 /2)
Proof: Consider any 0-extension f. And we can define the weight of any terminal a as
wtf(a) = If-1 (a) = I{vlf(v) a}. Then Eawtf(a) = n because each node in
V is assigned to some terminal. We can define a terminal as heavy with respect to f if
wtf(a) Vk- and light otherwise. Obviously, Ea wtf (a) = Ea s.t. a is light wtf (a) +
Ea s.t. a is heavy wtf (a) so the sum of the sizes of either all heavy terminals or of all light
terminals is at least 1 = Q(k).2
Suppose that Ea s.t. a is light wtf (a) = Q(k). For any pair of terminals a, b, D(a, b)
d. Also for any light terminal a, f- 1 (a) - {a} is a subset of the Hypercube of at most
vW nodes, and the small-set expansion of the Hypercube implies that the number of edges
out of this set is at least Q(wtf (a) log k) = Q(wtj (a)d). Each such edge pays at least vQ
cost, because D(a, b) Vd- for all pairs of terminals. So this implies that the total cost of
the 0-extension f is at least Ea s.t. a is light Q(wtf (a)d 3/2 ).
Suppose that Ea s.t. a is heavy wtf(a) = Q(k). Consider any heavy terminal zt, and
consider any y, e f 1(zt) and t # s. Then the edge (ys, z,) is capacity V'Id and pays a total
distance of D(zt, z,) > o(yt, ys). Consider any set U of vk nodes in the Hypercube. If we
attempt to pack these nodes so as to minimize EY EU -(ys, yt) for some fixed node yt, then
the packing that minimizes the quantity is an appropriately sized Hamming ball centered
at yt. In a Hamming ball centered at the node yt of at least v'k total nodes, the average
distance from yt is Q(log k) = Q(d), and so this implies that EZ,,f_'(zt) D(zt, z,)
Zysef-1(zt) D(yt, ys) > Q(wtf(zt)d). Each such edge has capacity v'd so the total cost of
the 0-extension f is at least Ea s.t. a is heavy Q(wtf (a)d3 /2 ) D
As noted, using the results in Section 3.1.4, this immediately implies that any cut-
sparsifier that can be realized as a convex combination of 0-extensions has quality at least
Q(v d) = Q(v/log k).
Next we prove an un-restricted lower bound - that for any cut-sparsifier (even one that
is not necessarily a convex combination of 0-extensions) has quality at least Q(d / 4) =
Q(log'1 4 k). Note that his lower bound is weaker than the lower bound for contraction-
based cut-sparsifiers, but as well will demonstrate, there is actually a cut-sparsifier that has
quality o(vlog k). Hence we will prove a separation: cut-sparsification through contraction
can be asymptotically harder than unrestricted cut-sparsification.
The particular example G that we gave above has many symmetries, and we can use
these symmetries to justify considering only symmetric cut-sparsifiers. The fact that these
cut-sparsifiers can be assumed without loss of generality to have nice symmetry properties,
translates to that any such cut-sparsifier H is characterized by a much smaller set of vari-
ables rather than one variable for every pair of terminals. In fact, we will be able to reduce
the number of variables from (k) to log k. This in turn will allow us to consider a much
smaller family of cuts in G in order to derive that the system is infeasible. In fact, we will
only consider sub-cube cuts (cuts in which U = {z, U y, Is = [0, 0, 0, .... 0, *, *, ... , *]}) and
the Hamming ball U = {z, U y, Id(y8, yo) < d}.
Definition 26. The operation J, for some s E {0, 1}d which is defined as J,(yt) =
Yt+s mod 2 and J,(zt) = zt+s mod 2- Also let Js(U) = U,, uJ,(u).
Definition 27. For any permutation 7r : [d] -+ [d], r(s) = [s,(1), sr(2), ... S(d)]. Then the
operation J, for any permutation 7r is defined at J,(yt) = y,(t) and T,(zt) = z,(t). Also
let J,(U) = Uus T,(u).
Claim 17. For any subset U C V and any s E {0, 1}d, h(U) = h(Js(U)).
Claim 18. For any subset U C V and any permutation ,r : [d] -* [d], h(U) = h(Jr (U)).
Both of these operations are automorphisms of the capacitated graph G and also send
the set K to K.
Lemma 12. If there is a cut-sparsifier H for G which has quality a, then there is a cut-
sparsifier H' which has quality at most a and is invariant under the automorphisms of the
capacitated graph G that send K to K.
Proof: Given the cut-sparsifier H, we can apply an automorphism J to G, and because
h(U) = h(J(U)), this implies that hK(A) = minu S.t. UnK=A h(J(U)). Also J(U n K) =
J(U) n J(K) = J(U) n K so we can re-write this last line as
min h(J(U)) = min h(J(U'))
U s.t. UnK=A U' S.t. J(U')nK=J(A)
And if we set U' = J 1 (U) then this last line becomes equivalent to
min h(J(U')) = min h(U) = hK(J(A))
U' s.t. J(U')nK=J(A) U S.t. UnK=J(A)
So the result is that hK(A) = hK(J(A)) and this implies that if we do not re-label H
according to J, but we do re-label G, then for any subset A, we are checking whether the
minimum cut in G re-labeled according to J, that separates A from K - A is close to the
cut in H that separates A from K - A. The minimum cut in the re-labeled G that separates
A from K - A, is just the minimum cut in G that separates J-1(A) from K - J- (A)
(because the set J-1 (A) is the set that is mapped to A under J). So H is an a-quality
cut-sparsifier for the re-labeled G iff for all A:
hK(A) = hK(J 1 (A)) < h'(A) < ahK(J 1 (A)) = ahK(A)
which is of course true because H is an a-quality cut-sparsifier for G.
So alternatively, we could have applied the automorphism J- to H and not re-labeled
G, and this resulting graph HJ-1 would also be an a-quality cut-sparsifier for G. Also, since
the set of a-quality cut-sparsifiers is convex (as it is defined by a system of inequalities),
we can find a cut-sparsifier H' that has quality at most a and is a fixed point of the group
of automorphisms, and hence invariant under the automorphisms of G as desired. D
Corollary 7. If a is the best quality cut-sparsifier for the above graph G, then there is an
a quality cut-sparsifier H in which the capacity between two terminals zS and zt is only
dependent on the Hamming distance Hamm(s, t).
Proof: Given any quadruple zs, zt and zsr, zt' s.t. Hamm(s, t) = Hamm(s', t'), there is a
concatenation of operations from Js, J, that sends s to s' and t to t'. This concatenation of
operations J is in the group of automorphisms that send K to K, and hence we can assume
that H is invariant under this operation which implies thatcH (s, t) = CH(s', t')-
One can regard any cut-sparsifier (not just ones that result from contractions) as a set
of (') variables, one for the capacity of each edge in H. Then the constraints that H be
an a-quality cut-sparsifier are just a system of inequalities, one for each subset A C K
that enforces that the cut in H is at least as large as the minimum cut in G (i.e. h'(A) >
hK(A)) and one enforcing that the cut is not too large (i.e. h'(A) < ahK(A)). See also
Section 4.1.1.
Then in general, one can derive lower bounds on the quality of cut-sparsifiers by show-
ing that if a is not large enough, then this system of inequalities is infeasible meaning that
there is not cut-sparsifier achieving quality a. Unlike the above argument, this form of a
lower bound is much stronger and does not assume anything about how the cut-sparsifier is
generated. In fact, this is a canonical approach to giving a lower bound. Applying Farka's
Lemma: a good quality cut-sparsifier exists if and only if we cannot prove the correspond-
ing system of inequalities is infeasible by adding and subtracting constraints to obtain a
contradiction.
Theorem 23. For a = Q(log114 k), there is no cut-sparsifier Hfor G which has quality at
most a.
Proof: Assume that there is a cut-sparsifier H' of quality at most a. Then using the
above corollary, there is a cut-sparsifier H of quality at most a in which the capacity
from a to b is only a function of Hamm(a, b). Then for each i E [d], we can de-
fine a variable wi as the total capacity of edges incident to any terminal of length i. I.e.
Wi = Eb s.t. Hamm(a,b)=i cH (a, b).
For simplicity, here we will assume that all cuts in the sparsifier H are at most the cost
of the corresponding minimum cut in G and at least times the corresponding minimum
cut. This of course is an identical set of constraints that we get from dividing the standard
definition that we use in this paper for a-quality cut-sparsifiers by a.
We need to derive a contradiction from the system of inequalities that characterize the
set of a-quality cut sparsifiers for G. As we noted, we will consider only the sub-cube
cuts (cuts in which U ={z, U yIs = [0, 0, 0.0, *, *, ... *]}) and the Hamming ball
U = {z, U yJd(y5 , yo) < }, which we refer to as the Majority Cut.
Consider the Majority Cut: There are 8(k) terminals on each side of the cut, and most
terminals have Hamming weight close to 4. In fact, we can sort the terminals by Hamming
weight and each weight level around Hamming weight has roughly a fraction of
the terminals. Any terminal of Hamming weight - v has roughly a constant fraction of
their total capacity wi crossing the cut in H, because choosing a random terminal Hamming
distance i from any such terminal corresponds to flipping i coordinates at random, and
throughout this process there are almost an equal number of Is and Os. Hence this process
is well-approximated by a random walk starting at / on the integers, which equally likely
moves forwards and backwards at each step for i total steps, and asking the probability that
the walk ends at a negative integer.
In particular, for any terminal of Hamming weight -- t, the fraction of the capacity
wi that crosses the Majority Cut is O(exp{- }). So the total capacity of length i edges
(i.e. edges connecting two terminals at Hamming distance i) cut by the Majority Cut is
O(wi|{z,|Hamm(s, 0) > 4 - f}|) = O(w i/d)k because each weight class close to
the boundary of the Majority cut contains roughly a ( ) fraction of the terminals. So
the total capacity of edges crossing the Majority Cut in H is O(k Ed I W i/d)
Let A = {z8Id(y8, yo) < d}. The total capacity crossing the minimum cut in G sep-
arating A from K - A is e(kydf). And because the cuts in H are at least times the
corresponding minimum cut in G, this implies 7 w > i/d Q(i)
Next, we consider the set of sub-cube cuts. For j E [d], let A3  {z, si = 0, s 2 =
0, ..sj = 0}. Then the minimum cut in G separating Aj from K - A is E(I A| min(j, v)),
because each node in the Hypercube which has the first j coordinates as zero has j edges
out of the sub-cube, and when j > V'-, we would instead choose cutting each terminal
z, E Aj from the graph directly by cutting the edge (ys, z,).
Also, for any terminal in A3 , the fraction of length i edges that cross the cut is approxi-
mately 1-(1I = 8(min(i, 1)). So the constraints that each cut in H be at most the cor-
responding minimum cut in G give the inequalities K_1 min(9, 1)w2 ; O(min(j, d))
We refer to the above constraint as Bj. Multiply each B constraint by 1 and adding
up the constraints yields a linear combination of the variables wi on the left-hand side. The
coefficient of any wi is
d-1 d/i ij
3/2  -Zj3/2
j=1 j=1
And using the Integration Rule this is Q( 6).
This implies that the coefficients of the constraint B resulting from adding up 1 times
each Bj for each wi are at least as a constant times the coefficient of wi in the Majority Cut
Inequality. So we get
d-1 1d d
3 / 2min(j, Vd) > Q 2  min( ,1)wi) ;> Q ( w 5
j=1 j=1 i=1 1
And we can evaluate the constant
d-1iV d-1
Ej-3/2 min(j, d) + j-1/2 -3/2
j=1 j=1 j=d+1
Using the Integration Rule, this evaluates to O(dl/4). This implies O(d'/ 4) > d and in
particular this implies a > Q(d 1/4 ). So the quality of the best cut-sparsifier for H is at least
Q(log/ 4 k). l
5.1.2 A Candidate Cut-Sparsifier
Here we give a cut-sparsifier H which we can prove has quality o( log k) for the graph
G, which is asymptotically better than the best cut-sparsifier that can be generated from
contractions.
As we noted, we can assume that the capacity assigned between a pair of terminals in
H, cH(a, b) is only a function of the Hamming distance from a to b. In G, the minimum cut
separating any singleton terminal {z,} from K - {z,} is just the cut that deletes the edge
(zS, Ys). So the capacity of this cut is Vd. We want a good cut-sparsifier to approximately
preserve this cut, so the total capacity incident to any terminal in H will also be v - i.e.
c'({ z,}) = d.
We distribute this capacity among the other terminals as follows: We sample t -, s, and
allocate an infinitesimal fraction of the total weight v'd to the edge (zS, zt). Equivalently,
the capacity of the edge connecting zs and zt is just Pr,,-t [u = s] Vd. We choose p
1 - . This choice of p corresponds to flipping each bit in t with probability 0( )
when generating u from t. We prove that the graph H has cuts at most the corresponding
minimum-cut in G.
This cut-sparsifier H has cuts at most the corresponding minimum-cut in G. In fact, a
stronger statement is true: H can be routed as a flow in G with congestion 0(1). Consider
the following explicit routing scheme for H: Route the v/d total flow in H out of z, to the
node y, in G. Now we need to route these flows through the Hypercube in a way that does
not incur too much congestion on any edge. Our routing scheme for routing the edge from
zS to zt in H from y, to yt will be symmetric with respect to the edges in the Hypercube:
choose a random permutation of the bits 7r : [d] -+ [d], and given u - t, fix each bit in
the order defined by r. So consider i1 = 7(1). If til 7 ui, and the flow is currently at the
node x, then flip the it4h bit of x, and continue for i2 = 7(2), is, ---di = 7(d).
Each permutation 7 defines a routing scheme, and we can average over all permutations
7 and this results in a routing scheme that routes H in G.
Claim 19. This routing scheme is symmetric with respect to the automorphisms Js and J,
of G defined above.
Corollary 8. The congestion on any edge in the Hypercube incurred by this routing scheme
is the same.
Lemma 13. The above routing scheme will achieve congestion at most 0(1) for routing H
in G.
Proof: Since the congestion of any edge in the Hypercube under this routing scheme is the
same, we can calculate the worst case congestion on any edge by calculating the average
congestion. Using a symmetry argument, we can consider any fixed terminal z, and cal-
culate the expected increase in average congestion when sampling a random permutation
7 : [d] -+ [d] and routing all the edges out of z, in H using 7r. This expected value will
be k times the average congestion, and hence the worst-case congestion of routing H in G
according to the above routing scheme.
As we noted above, we can define H equivalently as arising from the random process
of sampling u ~p t, and routing an infinitesimal fraction of the v total capacity out of
zt to zu, and repeating until all of the V capacity is allocated. We can then calculate the
the expected increase in average congestion (under a random permutation 7r) caused by
routing the edges out of z, as the expected increase in average congestion divided by the
total fraction of the vd capacity allocated when we choose the target u from u ~p t. In
particular, if we allocated a A fraction of the Vd capacity, the expected increase in total
congestion is just the total capacity that we route multiplied by the length of the path. Of
course, the length of this path is just the number of bits in which u and t differ, which in
expectation is 8(VZi) by our choice of p.
So in this procedure, we allocate A\vd total capacity, and the expected increase in total
congestion is the total capacity routed AVd times the expected path length 8(v ). We
repeat this procedure times, and so the expected increase in total congestion caused by
routing the edges out of zt in G is E(d). If we perform this procedure for each terminal,
the resulting total congestion is e(kd), and because there are k edges in the Hypercube,
the average congestion is 1(1) which implies that the worst-case congestion on any edge
in the Hypercube is also 0(1), as desired. Also, the congestion on any edge (z8, ys) is 1
because there is a total of vd capacity out of z, in H, and this is the only flow routed on
this edge, which has capacity Vd in G by construction. So the worst-case congestion on
any edge in the above routing scheme is 0(1). l
Corollary 9. For any A C K, h'(A) < O(1)hK(A).
Proof: Consider any set A c K. Let U be the minimum cut in G separating A from K - A.
Then the total flow routed from A to K - A in H is just h'(A), and if this flow can be routed
in G with congestion 0(1), this implies that the total capacity crossing the cut from U to
V - U is at least Q(1)h'(A). And of course the total capacity crossing the cut from U to
V - U is just hK(A) by the definition of U, which implies the corollary. E
So we know that the cuts in H are never too much larger than the corresponding min-
imum cut in G, and all that remains to show that the quality of H is o( log k) is to show
that the cuts in H are never too small. We conjecture that the quality of H is actually
E(log,1 4 k), and this seems natural since the quality of H just restricted to the Majority
Cut and the sub-cube cuts is actually 8(log 4 k), and often the Boolean functions corre-
sponding to these cuts serve as extremal examples in the harmonic analysis of Boolean
functions. In fact, our lower bound on the quality of any cut-sparsifier for G is based only
on analyzing these cuts so in a sense, our lower bound is tight given the choice of cuts in
G that we used to derive infeasibility in the system of equalities characterizing a-quality
cut-sparsifiers.
5.1.3 Harmonic Analysis
We give a brief introduction to the harmonic analysis of Boolean functions, along with
formal statements that we will use in the proof of our main theorem in this section.
Consider the group F = {-1,+1}d equipped with the group operation s o t = [si1 *
ti, s2 * t2 , ---Sd * td] E Fl'. Any subset S C [d] defines a character Xs(x) = HlEs xi : F -
{-1, +1}. See [52] for an introduction to the harmonic analysis of Boolean functions.
Then any function f : {-1, +1}d -> R can be written as:
f(x) = ZfsXs(x)
S
Fact 1. For any S,T c [d] s.t. S # T, Ex[xs(x)xT(x)] = 0
For any p > 0, we will denote the p-norm of f as IIfII = (Ex [f(x)P1) . Then
Theorem 24 (Parseval).
= EX[f(x)] 2] = IIf12
S
Definition 28. Given -1 < p < 1, Let y ~p x denote choosing y depending on x s. t. for
each coordinate i, E[yixi] = p.
Definition 29. Given -1 < p < 1, the operator T, maps functions on the Boolean cube to
functions on the Boolean cube, andfor f : {-1, +1}d -- R, T,(f(x)) = Ey~,x[f(y)].
Fact 2. Tp(Xs(x)) = Xs(x)pisi
In fact, because T, is a linear operator on functions, we can use the Fourier represen-
tation of a function f to easily write the effect of applying the operator Tp to the function
f:
Corollary 10. T,(f(x)) = Es pSsXs(x)
Definition 30. The Noise Stability of a function f is NSp(f) = E2,,[f(x)f(y)]
Fact 3. NSp(f) = Es pIsifj2
Theorem 25 (Hypercontractivity). [16] [14] For any q > p > 1, for any p < r
|ITpf|lq |\f||,
A statement of this theorem is given in [52] and [24] for example.
Definition 31. A function g : {-1,+1}d -- R is a j-junta if there is a set S C [d] s.t.
|SI j and g depends only on variables in S - i.e. for any x, y E Fi s.t. Visxi
we have g(x) = g(y). We will call a function f an (E, j)-junta if there is a function g
{1, +1}d --+ R that is a j-junta and Prj [f (x) : g(x)] < c.
We will use a quantitative version of Bourgain's Junta Theorem [17] that is given by
Khot and Naor in [41]:
Theorem 26. [Bourgain] [17], [41] Let f{-1, +1}d {-1, +1} be a Boolean function.
Then fix any E, 6 E (0, 1/10). Suppose that
(1 - e)|S>
S
then for every 0 > 0, f is a
2Co o 
-junta
This theorem is often described as mysterious, or deep, and has lead to some break-
through results in theoretical computer science [41], [?] and is also quite subtle. For exam-
ple, this theorem crucially relies on the property that f is a Boolean function, and in more
general cases only much weaker bounds are known [24].
5.1.4 Characterizing Cuts via Noise-Sensitivity
Next we give a simple formula for the size of a cut in H, given the Fourier representation
of the cut. So here we consider cuts A C K to be Boolean functions of the form fA
{-1,+1}d -+ {-1,+I1} s.t. fA(s) =I+i iffZs E A.
Lemma 14. h'(A) = k 1-NSp[fA(x)]2 2
Proof: We can again use the infinitesimal characterization for H, in which we choose
U ~,-'- t and allocate A units of capacity from zs to zt and repeat until all V/i units of
capacity are spent.
If we instead choose z, uniformly at random, and then choose u - t and allocate A
units of capacity from zs to zt, and repeat this procedure until all k Vd units of capacity
are spent, then at each step the expected contribution to the cut is exactly A 2-NSp[fA(x)]
because 1-NS P[fA(x)] is exactly the probability that if we choose t uniformly at random, and2
U ~, t that fA(u) # fA(t) which means that this edge contributes to the cut. We repeat
this procedure 2d times, so this implies the lemma.
Lemma 15. h'(A) = E (k ES f2 min(ISI, vrd))
Proof: Using the setting p = 1 - , we can compute h'(A) using the above lemma:
vd
h'(A)=k -(1 - NSp[fA(x)])
4
And using Parseval's Theorem, Ejs f= I If 2 = 1, so we can replace 1 with Es fj
in the above equation and this implies
h'(A) = k (Ef 1 - 1 - )SI)
Consider the term (1 - (1- )1si). For |S I <V , this term is 8( ), and if ISI > v,
this term is 6(1). So this implies
h'(A) = e (kE fmin(ISI, yTd))
S
The edge-isoperimetric constant of the Hypercube is 1, but on subsets of the cube that
are imbalanced, the Hypercube expands more than this.
Definition 32. For a given set A c {-1, +1}[d], we define bal(A) = min(IA1, k - IA)
as the balance of the set A.
Given any set A C {-1, +1}[d] of balance b = bal(A), the number of edges crossing the
cut (A, {-1, +1}[d] - A) in the Hypercube is Q(bk log 1). So the Hypercube expands better
on small sets, and we will prove a similar small set expansion result for the cut-sparsifier
H. In fact, for any set A C K (which we will associated with a subset of {-1, +1}[d] and
abuse notation), h'(A) 2 bal(A)kQ(min(log ba1,A) v/d)). We will prove this result using
the Hypercontractive Inequality.
Lemma 16. h'(A) > bal(A)kQ(min(log (, vb))
Proof: Assume that JAl < I{-1, +1}[d - Al without loss of generality. Throughout just
this proof, we will use the notation that fA : {-1, +1}d -+ {0, 1} and fA(s) = 1 iff s E A.
Also we will denote b = bal(A).
Let y << 1 be chose later. Then we will invoke the Hypercontractive inequality with
q = 2, p = 2 - y, and p= = /1 -. Then
IIf II = Exf(x)] P = bl/P ~~ bi/2(1+,/2)
Also |ITp(f(x))jq = ||T,(f (x))| 2 =
ity implies
S P2ISfJ. So the Hypercontractive Inequal-
p2Islfj < b1/ 2  be-
S
And p2 1s (1 _ y)IsI. Using Parseval's Theorem, ES f If = b, and so we can
re-write the above inequality as
b - be i < b - Z(1 - y)sIjS2 < b- 2 E=_ 1s
1))
S
This implies
b
-(1 -e b) 2jmin(IS,
And as long as } < fd,
)15Smin(IS, 1O(h'(A)) = 0 S min(ISI, vf)
If 2 ln 1, then e-2 " =1 - Q( In ) which implies
(1 -e ");> Q(bIn-1)7b
However ifin = Q(vfdi), then we cannot choose -y to be small enough (we must
choose 1 < vs) in order to make 2i n ' small.
So the only remaining case is when In = Q(v/). Then notice that the quantity (1 -
7m2yrin(ISI,
e-in .) is increasing with decreasing b. So we can lower bound this term by substituting
b = e-e(v). If we choose 7 = then this implies
(1- -!) =(d)
And this in turn implies that
b
-(1- eb'i) = Q(b vf)
which yields h'(A) > Q(bkvfi). So in either case, h'(A) is lower bounded by either
Q(bk /d) or Q(bk ln 1), as desired.
bD
5.1.5 Beating the Contraction Bound
Here we show that the quality of the cut-sparsifier H is o(v/log k), thus beating how well
the best distribution on 0-extensions can approximate cuts in G by a super-constant factor.
We will first give an outline of how we intend to combine Bourgain's Junta Theorem,
and the small set expansion of H in order to yield this result. In a previous section, we
gave a Fourier theoretic characterization of the cut function of H. We will consider an
arbitrary cut A C K and assume for simplicity that Al < K - A l. If the Boolean function
fA that corresponds to this cut has significant mass at the tail of the spectrum, this will
imply (by our Fourier theoretic characterization of the cut function) that the capacity of the
corresponding cut in H is w(k). Every cut in G has capacity at most O(kvd) because we
can just cut every edge (z8, y,) for each terminal z, E A, and each such edge has capacity
vfd. Then in this case, the ratio of the minimum cut in G to the corresponding cut in H is
o(vldi).
But if the tail of the Fourier spectrum of fA is not significant, and applying Bourgain's
Junta Theorem implies that the function fA is close to a junta. Any junta will have a small
cut in G (we can take axis cuts corresponding to each variable in the junta) and so for
any function that is different from a junta on a vanishing fraction of the inputs, we will be
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able to construct a cut in G (not necessarily minimum) that has capacity o(kvd4). On all
balanced cuts (i.e. JAI = 6(k)), the capacity of the cut in H will be Q(k), so again in this
case the ratio of the minimum cut in G to the corresponding cut in H is o(v'_i).
So the only remaining case is when |Al = o(k), and from the small set expansion of H
the capacity of the cut in H is w (IA I) because the cut is imbalanced. Yet the minimum cut
in G is again at most JAl d, so in this case as well the ratio of the minimum cut in G to
the corresponding cut in H is o(v/F).
Theorem 27. There is an infinite family of graphs for which the quality of the best cut-
sparsifier is Q( ) better than the quality of the best cut-sparsifier that can be
realized as a convex combination of 0-extensions.
In Bourgain's Junta Theorem 26, we will choose:
- log d
321 =d1/4
=log2/3 d
And also let b = bal(A) = i, and remember for simplicity we have assumed that
Al K-Al, sob ' {.
6 = 6'b
Lemma 17. IfZE s(1 - s 1 _ 6 then this implies Esf.4min(IS|, v') QQ)
Q(b logi/ 3 d)
Proof: The condition Es(1 - > 1 - 6 implies 6 < 1 - Es(1 - )s
O(Es fj min(|Se, 1)) and rearranging terms this implies
5 O( fjmin(S|,)) =O([fj min(IS|, d))'
S S
where the last line follows because = O(log d) < O(1d1). E
So combining this lemma and Lemma 15: if the conditions of Bourgain's Junta The-
orem are not met, then the capacity of the cut in the sparsifier is Q(kb logi/ 3 d). And of
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course, the capacity of the minimum cut in G is at most kbVd, because for each z, c A we
could separate A from K - A by cutting the edge (ze, ys), each of which has capacity d.
Case 1
If the conditions of Bourgain's Junta Theorem are not met, then the ratio of the mini-
mum cut in G separating A from K - A to the corresponding cut in H is at most O( /d)
What if the conditions of Bourgain's Junta Theorem are met? We can check what Bour-
gain's Junta Theorem implies for the given choice of parameters. First consider the case
in which b is not too small. For our choice of parameters the following three inequalities
hold:
2c log/'loglog/ < logi/24 d (5.1)
> 41 /3 (5.2)
Vblog-' 8 d > d' /log d (5.3)
Claim 20. If(5.2) is true, + 41/(O) = 0 (blogl/6 d)
Claim 21. If (5.1) and (5.2) are true, 2c log/16log log/E + 41/ 0d) = 0 (blog-1/8 d)
Applying Bourgain's Junta Theorem, if the conditions are met (for our given choice of
parameters), we obtain that fA is an (o (b log-1/ 8 d) , O(dl/ 4 log d)) -junta.
Lemma 18. If fA is a (v, j) -junta, then hK(A) < kvvd' + jL
Proof: Let g be a j-junta s.t. Pr,[fA(x) 5 g(x)] < v. Then we can disconnect the set
of nodes on the Hypercube where g takes a value +1 from the set of nodes where g takes
a value -- 1 by performing an axis cut for each variable that g depends on. Each such axis
cut, cuts i edges in the Hypercube, so the total cost of cutting these edges is jL and then
we can alternatively cut the edge (z5, ys) for any s s.t. fA(s) # g(s), and this will be a cut
separating A from K - A and these extra edges cut are each capacity N'd and we cut at
most vk of these edges in total. 0
So if fA is an(O (blog-/8 d) ,(d'/4log d))-junta and (5.3) holds, then hK(A) <
logi/8 d)
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Case 2
Suppose the conditions of Bourgain's Junta Theorem are met, and (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3)
are true, then the ratio of the minimum cut in G separating A from K - A to the corre-
sponding cut in H is at most O(
Proof: Lemma 16 also implies that the edge expansion of H is Q(1), so given a cut JAl,
h'(A) 2 Q(IAI) = Q(kb). Yet under the conditions of this case, the capacity of the cut in
G is O (kb d) and this implies the statement. l
(logl/ k )
The only remaining case is when the conditions of Bourgain's Junta Theorem are met
at least one of the three conditions is not true. We can apply Lemma 16 directly to get that
in this case h'(A) = w(IAI) and of course hK(A) -IAIV'd.
Case 3
Suppose the conditions of Bourgain's Junta Theorem are met, and at least one of the the
inequalities is not true, then the ratio of the minimum cut in G separating A from K - A
to the corresponding cut in H is at most O( 2log d)
Proof: If (5.1) is false, log(1/6') +log(1/b) = log(1/5) > (loglog 1/ 3 0 d/c)2 = Q log2 log dlg loglft/c log log log d,
Since 1/ ' = O(log log d), it must be the case that log(1/b) = l logd.
If (5.2) is false, b < = O(d- 1/8 log1 /6 d), and log(1/b) = Q(log d).
If (5.3) is false, b < d- 1/4 log 9/8 d and log(1/b) = Q(log d).
The minimum of the 3 bounds is the first one. So, log(1/b) = Q log l log d if at least
1 of the 3 conditions is false. Applying Lemma 16, we get that h'(A) 2 Q(|Al log ) =
Q(jAj 2 lgd). And yet hK(A) < |AIv'd, and this implies the statement. Combining the
cases, this implies that the quality of H is O( v/dilog loglogd)
Conjecture 1. The quality of H as a cut-sparsifier for G is O(dV/4 ) = O(log/ 4 k)
We believe that establishing this conjecture would require quantitatively stronger ver-
sion of the "Majority Is Stablest" Theorem [50] in the regime in which the probability of
flipping a bit is o(1).
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5.2 Separation Between Flow and Cut Sparsification
In Section 3.2.2 we proved that flow-sparsification is no easier than cut-sparsification:
any a-quality flow-sparsifier is also an a-quality cut-sparsifier. Here we prove that flow-
sparsification can be asymptotically harder than cut-sparsification. We given an example in
which the quality of the best cut-sparsifier is 0(1), yet the quality of the best flow-sparsifier
is Q (log log k). The results in this section appear in [44].
5.2.1 The Graph G
Here we define the graph G = (V, E) and the set K C V, and highlight the properties of
G that will be used in proving an Q(log log k) for the quality of the best flow-sparsifier. We
also give an 0(1)-quality cut-sparsifier.
G is generated from another graph G' = (K, E'). Set x = log1 /3 n and let k =. We
X
choose G' = (K, E') to be an x-regular graph that has
girth(G') > ( logk log )log X log log n
For each terminal a E K, we denote the set of neighbors of a in G' as F(a). Additionally,
order this set arbitrarily (for each node a), and let rP(a) be the ith neighbor of a in G'. This
labeling scheme need not be consistent, and terminal a can label a neighbor b as the ith
neighbor (b = ]F(a)) but b labels a as the jth neighbor (a = Fi(b)).
We construct G = (V, E) from G': For each terminal a E K, construct a path Pa =
a, ai, a 2 , ...ax in G. And for each edge (a, b) E G', suppose that b = F(a), a = Fi(b), add
an edge in G connecting a, and by. See Figure 5-1.
Claim 22. Any matching M in G' can be routed in G - i.e. congG (M) _ 1
Lemma 19. G = (V, E) has an 0(1)-quality cut-sparsifier
Proof: Let H = (K, EH) be a complete, capacitated graph in which each edge has capacity
. For any A c K (and JAl k/2), the minimum cut in G separating A from K - A is
at most |A l because for each u E A, if we cut the edge (u, ui) (on the path Pu), then there
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Figure 5-1: Constructing the graph G (V, E) from an x-regular, high-girth expander
G' = (K, E')
is no path in G from A to K - A. Also, for any A c K (again with |A| < k/2), the total
capacity crossing the cut (A, K - A) in H is IA IIK - A j ;> JAI i x 2 = |Al and hence H
is a cut-sparsifier.
Additionally, we can partition the edges in H into a set of weighted matchings, where
the total weight is constant. Hence we can apply Claim 19 and this implies that H can be
routed in G with constant congestion. Using the results in Section 3.2.2, we conclude that
H has 0(1)-quality as a cut-sparsifier. LI
Throughout the remainder of this section, we will consider only flow-sparsifiers and
when we use the term "quality" in reference to some candidate vertex sparsifier H, we will
mean the quality of H as a flow-sparsifier.
Let H be a flow-sparsifier for G and K.
Definition 33. Let CG be the total capacity in G and let A(G) be the maximum degree of
G. Also let CH be the total capacity in H.
Definition 34. Let distG(u, v) and distG'(U, v) be the natural shortest path distances on
G, G' respectively
We will need a number of properties of G in order to prove an Q(log log k) lower bound:
1. CG < 2n
2. A(G) = 3
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3. Vu,vEKdiStG(U,V) diStG'(UV)
4. girth(G) girth(G')
We will first give some observations that are the foundation of the proof: Suppose there
is a flow-sparsifier H that has 0(1)-quality. This implies that congG(H) = 0(1), and we
can enumerate some properties of H. These are the properties that we will use to derive a
contradiction (and in fact get a quantitative bound congG(H) > Q(log log k)):
1. The total capacity in H must be O(k)
If H had w(k) total capacity, then there would be some terminal a E K that is
incident to w(1) total capacity in H. Yet the minimum cut in G separating a from
K - {a} is constant (G is a constant degree graph), so this would immediately yield
a super-constant lower bound on the congestion of embedding H into G.
2. Most capacity in H must be between terminals for which the distance is much smaller
than the girth of G
Suppose, for example, that H is a complete graph with uniform edge capacities of
. Then the average distance (as measured in G) between two random terminals is
roughly Q(girth(G')). So if we choose the natural shortest path distance in G as the
oblivious dual certificate, then
Z cH(a, b)d(a, b) > Q(girth(G')k)
a,bEK
Yet (,,)IEc(u, v)d(u, v) = 0(n) and this would yield a super-constant lower
bound on the congestion of embedding H into G.
3. Fix the optimal embedding of H into G. Then at most o(k) of the total capacity in H
can be routed (in the optimal embedding) along high-girth paths.
Suppose, for example, that Q(k) total capacity in H is routed in G using high-girth
paths. The total capacity in G is O(n), yet each unit of capacity in H that is routed
along a high-girth path uses up Q(girth(G)) total capacity in G and Q(girth(G)k)
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total capacity is consumed, but this is w(n). So in fact, for most edges (a, b) in H,
most of the cH(a, b) flow in the optimal embedding must traverse a path much shorter
than the girth of G, so this flow must traverse the natural shortest path between a and
b.
Additionally, the requirement that H can route any matching in G' places constraints
on the local neighborhood of a terminal.
A There are w (1) neighbors of a in G', and a can route a unit flow to each such neighbor
using edges in the graph H
H cannot hope to support such flows via a direct edge, because this would require a
to be incident to w(1) total capacity in H. So the paths that support these flows must
be indirect.
B In some sense, on average the path used to route a unit flow from a to b in H must be
constant length (using an argument similar to Condition 2 above)
If, on average, the length of any such path were u(1), then if when we route a match-
ing in G' in H, there are 8(k) total edges in the matching and 6(k) total units of
flow. But each unit of flow would use up w(1) total capacity in H, because the paths
on average are w(1) length in H.
C So a must be able to send a unit flow to a super-constant number of terminals, using
constant length paths. Additionally these paths must not reach any terminal b that is
too far from a in G.
So the local neighborhood of a must be able to support all these requirements - a must
be able to send a unit of flow to a super-constant number of terminals, using constant length
paths that remain within the local neighborhood. Yet we know how most of the edges in the
local neighborhood of H embed (in the optimal embedding) into G, because these edges
mostly use the natural shortest path in G. This shortest path traverses a sub-interval of Pa.
So we can derive a contradiction, because any local neighborhood that can support all these
requirements must have large cut-width, and so the natural embedding of this neighborhood
would incur super-constant congestion on some sub-interval of Pa.
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Roughly, the outline of the argument is the same as in the previous section: we use
oblivious dual certificates to establish local constraints on how the neighborhood of any
terminal a. We can piece these local constraints together (using the fact that all matchings
in G' can be routed in H) to reduce this question to a more structured question about cut-
width, and from this we derive a contradiction (Section 5.2.4).
5.2.2 Capacity Surgery
Let H = (K, EH) be an arbitrary flow-sparsifier. We will argue that if all matchings M
in G' can be routed in H with congestion at most 1, then congG(H) Q(log log k). We
do not assume anything structurally about H, so there are many different ways in which
the demand H can result in super-constant congestion. We will need a complex argument
to handle this, and ultimately we will reduce computing a lower bound on congG(H) to a
more structured embedding question about cut-width.
Assume ci > 32 x c2 and c2 > 24
Given H, we fix the optimal embedding of H into G. This is a min-congestion routing
of H in G. Each edge (u, v) E EH is mapped to a flow in G from u to v of value CH (U, v)-
We can decompose such a flow from u to v in G into paths. We refer to such a decompo-
sition as a path decomposition, and we assume that this decomposition uses only simple
paths.
Definition 35. We call an edge (u, v) G EH girth-routed if at least CH(, ) flow (of the
CH (U, v) total flow) from u to v is routed using paths (in G) of length at least girth(G')4
Definition 36. Let H' = (K, E(H')) be the graph defined by deleting all girth-routed
edges in H. Let Cg, be the total capacity of girth-routed edges in H - i.e. the total capacity
deleted from H to obtain H'.
If H 0(1)-approximates the congestion of all multicommodity flows in G, then the
total capacity in H must be O(k). This is true because each node u E K has degree 1 in
G, and so if the total capacity in H is w(k) then there is a node u E K which is incident
to w(1) total units of capacity, and even just routing the demands in H incident to u would
incur w(1) congestion in G.
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Given this, we know that if H 0(1)-approximates the congestion of all multicommodity
flows in G, then on average edges (v, v) in G' must be able to route a unit flow from u to
v using constant length paths. Otherwise we could construct a matching M in which all
edges need super-constant length paths to route a unit flow in H, and this flow would not
be feasible in H because there would be Q(k) pairs each using w(1) units of capacity - but
H has only 0(k) total capacity.
We need to formalize this notion, that edges in G' must on average use short paths (and
in fact a stronger condition, that edges in G' must also not route flow in H that reaches
nodes that are too far away according to the shortest path metric in G'). So we set D =
log 2/3 n.
Definition 37. We call a path P connecting u and v (in H or H') good if P is length
< - log log n and reaches no terminal afor which either distG' (u, a) or distG' (v, a) > D.
We call an edge (u, v) E E' good if u can send at least 1 unit of flow to v using only2
good paths in H', and otherwise we call edge (u, v) bad.
Note that the definition of a good edge is with respect to flows in H', not H. We need
this for a technical reason.
Case 1
Suppose that CH > log log n
Then there is a node u E K that has at least log log n total capacity incident in H.
And because v is degree one in G, this implies that congG (H) log log n so we can
conclude that CH < log log n.
Case 2
Suppose that Cgr k n.
Then, in the optimal embedding of H into G there is at least §92L > k total2- 2 log 1/ 3 n
capacity that uses paths of length at least Qirth(G') = (log n/ log log n). So the total
capacity used in routing H into G is Q(n log'/ 3 n/ log log n). And CG 2n so this implies:
logi/3 n
con () > log log n
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So we can conclude that Cgr < klog 1/ 3 n
5.2.3 Matchings
We will use the following elementary lemma to simplify the case analysis:
Lemma 20. Let G' be an x-regular graph on k terminals. Let F C E', s.t. IF| > ckx.
Then there is a matching M c F s.t. |MI ck
Proof: Let M be a maximal matching using only edges in F. Then let A be the set of
terminals that are matched in M, and let B be the remaining terminals. No edge in F can
have both endpoints in B, because otherwise M would not be maximal. So all edges in F
are adjacent to a terminal in A. Because G' is x-regular, the number of edges in E' adjacent
to some terminal in A is at most |Aix, and this must be at least the size of F. So Aix > ckx
In particular, |A| ck, and every terminal in A is matched in M so there are at least k
edges in M. E
Case 3
Suppose that there are at least j bad edges (in G'). We let F be the set of bad edges in4
G'. IFI > L. We can use the above lemma to find a matching M C F so that |MI = .
M is a matching, so M is routable with congestion at most 1 in G, and so must also be
routable with congestion at most 1 in H.
For each edge (u, v) c M, set yuv= 1. Then using Case 2, Cg, < = o(k).
-log 
1 / 3 n
Deleting any edge (a, b) E EH of capacity CH (a, b) affects at most cH(a, b) units of flow in
the routing of M in H because M can be routed in H with congestion at most 1. So we can
set y', as the amount of flow remaining using the same routing scheme for M in H' as for
M in H, just deleting paths that traverse some girth-routed edge in H (which is deleted in
order to obtain H').
|Mi = } and so yu,v = . Because Cgr < o(k), E ', = {- o(k). Let f'(M)
be the flow in H' that satisfies y' that results from deleting all flow paths that traversed
a girth-routed edge in H. Each edge (u, v) E M is bad, so if we decompose f'(M) into
paths, then for any (u, v) E M at most 1 unit of flow is carried by good paths. So the total
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flow carried by bad paths is at least
1 k 1 k .
y, - IMI 2 - o(k) - 1IMI = -k _o(k)
So there must be -L total units of flow on bad paths in H', and in particular there must
be at least -L total units of flow on either paths of length at least - log log n or at least k32 C232
total units of flow on paths that reach nodes a that are at least distance D from one of the
two endpoints u or v of the flow. We consider these two sub-cases separately:
Case 3a
Suppose that there are - total units of flow on paths in H' of length at least A log log n.
Notice that the total capacity in H', CH' is at most the total capacity in H, CH (because
H' resulted from H by deleting girth-routed edges). And the total capacity in H' is at least
k log log n. But then
CH' > k log log n > - loglog n CH32 x c 2  ci
using Case 1, and we have a contradiction
Case 3b
Suppose that there are L total units of flow on paths in H' that reach a node a that is
distance at least D from one of the two endpoints u or v of the path.
Consider any such path, Pu,, in H' that is carrying A units of flow from y'. Suppose
that a is the first node such that distG'(u, a) D or distG'(v, a) > D. Assume without
loss of generality that distG'(u, a) > D. Construct a demand vector ' E R 2) as follows:
For each such path Pu,,, increment the demand 'u,a by A.
So for each flow path carrying A units of flow, we have added A demand to some coor-
dinate in r.
Claim 23. r' is routable in H with congestion at most 1
Proof: We constructed ' demands based on a flow f'(M) of congestion at most 1 in H', and
the same routing scheme for f(M) that achieved congestion at most 1 in H' also achieves
II1
congestion at most 1 in H. We then constructed demands by deleting segments of the flow
paths - i.e. in the above example we preserved only the sub-path of P,, from u to a and
deleted the rest of the path. This flow resulting from deleting sub-paths still has congestion
1 in H and also satisfies the demands D 
Notice that for every path carrying A flow we have added a demand equal to this flow
value A between two nodes u, a E K which are distance at least D apart in G' - i.e.
distG'(u, a) > D.
Consider the minimum congestion embedding of the demand vector i' into G. We can
use the natural shortest path metric on G to certify r' has large congestion in G: for each
edge in G, place a unit of distance on this edge.
The total distance x capacity units used is CG < 2n. And we note that distG(u, v) >
distG'(u, v) for all u, v E K from the claim Section 6.1. So J , distG(u,v) 2 AD.
This implies congG(H) congG(Z 2 Q(k)D = Q(log 1 /3 n). So we can conclude
using Case 3a and 3b that there are at most j bad edges in G'.4
5.2.4 Cut-Width
So we can remove all bad edges in G' from consideration, and there are at least k good
edges remaining. This implies that there is a terminal a E G' that is incident to at least i2
good edges. Consider such a terminal a.
Let Igood(a) be the set of neighbors a of a for which the edge (u, a) E E' is good.
We can define the induced path Pgood as the path on just lgood in the order in which these
nodes are labeled according to F. For each terminal b adjacent to a in G', we define a
component C (assuming b = P (a)) that consists of all terminals that are distance at most
D according to G' from terminal a and are in the depth-first search sub-tree (of G') rooted
at terminal b. For each terminal b adjacent to a s.t. the edge (a, b) is bad, if b = Fi(a) then
choose the closest terminal c on the path Pa for which the edge (c, a) is good, and break
ties arbitrarily. For each node c C Pgood, consider the set of terminals d that chose c, and
set C ud chooses ci if Pi(u) = c and ri(u) = d, and by definition any good terminal
on the path Pa chooses itself.
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Figure 5-2: Constructing the partition {C} of terminals at distance at most D
So C forms a partition of the set of terminals that are distance at most D (since
girth(G') >> D) from terminal a in G', and for each component Cj there is a terminal
c E Cj that is adjacent to a in G' and for which (a, c) is a good edge.
We construct a graph B in which we add a node for a, and a node i for each component
Cf. For each edge in H' from a node Cl to a node in C', we add an edge in B of the same
capacity connecting the node i to the node j (and we allow parallel edges). See Figure 5-2.
Intuitively, in B we allow routing within C for free. But because each node i in B
contains a terminal c which is a neighbor of a and for which (a, c) is a good edge, terminal
a must be able to send at least j units of flow from a to terminal c in H' using paths that do
not reach any other node distance more than D from terminal a (according to distG') and
using only paths of length at most - log log n. Because in B we allow routing within Ci'
for free, and have only removed nodes that are too far from a to be on any good path, in the
graph B we must be able to send at least - units of flow of flow from a to i using paths of
length at most } log log n.
So consider the path Pgood defined on {a} U Fgood(a) in which nodes in T good are visited
according to the order defined by 1(a). We will prove a lower bound on the minimum cut-
width embedding of B into Pgood. This will imply a cut-width lower bound on embedding
B into Pa, and because every edge in H' routes at least 1 of its capacity through paths of
length at most girth(G') (and consequently every edge in B connecting a node i to a node4
j must traverse the sub-path ai, ai, ...aj in Pa,), and so this implies a lower bound on the
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congestion of embedding H' into G. So consider an interval I of Pgood:
Definition 38. Given a set of flows out of a, we define the average path length as the sum
over all flow paths P (in a path decomposition of the flow) of the weight offlow on the path
times the length of the path: v(P) x length(P).
Note that the average path length of a flow is independent of the particular choice of the
path decomposition of the flow, provided every path in the path decomposition is simple.
Definition 39. We define the minimum cost-routing into an interval I as the minimum
average path length of any flow (in B) that sends exactly j unit of flow in total to the
terminals in interval I.
Definition 40. An interval I has the (C, E) property if the total capacity (of B) crossing I
- i.e. has one endpoint to the left and one endpoint to the right of I - is at least C and if the
minimum cost routing to I is at least E.
Suppose that interval I has the (C, E)-property. Split I into 1, 12, 13, three contiguous
intervals. If there is total capacity at least in B crossing I1 but not I, then I1 has thep 6
(C + , E) property (because the minimum cost routing to I1 is at least the minimum cost
routing to I). Similarly, if there is at least! capacity in B crossing 13 but not I, then I3 has
the (C + , ) property.
Otherwise, there is at most total capacity entering 12 from the left of I1, and at most
total capacity entering 12 from the right of 13. So consider the minimum cost routing to '2.
There must be at least j - - = total flow that enters 12 from 1 or 13. So given the2 6 6 6
minimum cost routing to '2 of cost a, we can stop paths that enter I2 from Ii or 13 short,
and reduce the cost of the routing by at least 1. This would give a routing into I of cost
a- , but the minimum cost routing into I is at least E, so a > E + -. So either I1 or 13
has the (C + , ) property or 12 has the (C, E + 1) property.
So this implies that if we continue for log 3 1 levels of this recursion (and there are in
fact 1 nodes in the path Pgd), then we find an interval I that has the (C, E) property and
C + E and so either C or E must be > 26 - 1
If C> !Lg , then the cut-width of embedding B into the path Pgood is at least C, which
i l 12
implies that at least C total capacity in H' has one endpoint in Cil and one endpoint in i
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ah4{a}) = 1 h'({a}) = k-1
Figure 5-3: A counter-example to flow-sparsification in directed graphs.
and the interval I in Pa is contained between the image of C, in Pa and the image of Cj in
Pa. Because this capacity is in H', and at least i of this capacity is routing using the natural
path in G and traverses the interval I, and in this case the congestion of embedding H' into
G (using the fixed routing of H' into G - note that H' was defined based on the optimal
embedding of H into G) is at least 2 = Q(log log n).
If E > Lg3 , then there is a node u E I for which the minimum cost routing to c is at
least 12 > l n, but then the edge (a, u) would not be good. I is an interval in Pgood12C2
and this yields a contradiction.
Theorem 28. There is an infinite family of graphs so that the best quality flow-sparsifier
has quality Q(log log k) and yet the best quality cut-sparsifier has quality 0(1).
5.3 Counter-Example to Directed Flow-Sparsification
Here prove that, in the case of directed graphs, a good quality flow-sparsifier does not
always exist. Consider the example in Figure 5-3.
The terminal a can send a unit flow to each other terminal. Additionally, no terminal
besides a can send any flow to any other terminal. Hence for any terminal b E K - {a},
the total capacity of directed edges out of b in finite quality flow-sparsifier must be zero.
So the only directed edges that are assigned capacity must be from a to another terminal.
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G = (V, E) H =(K, E
Yet for each b E K - {a}, if a can send a unit flow to b the capacity of the edge from a to
b in H must be at least one. Hence the total capacity out of a in any flow-sparsifier (again
of finite quality) must be at least k - 1.
So a can send a total of k - 1 units of flow to other terminals in the flow-sparsifier
H. But in G, a can send at most one total unit of flow to other terminals. So the quality
of H as a flow-sparsifier is at least k - 1. In the case of directed graphs, we cannot hope
for a flow-sparsifier whose quality is poly-logarithmic in k. However, if we allow a small
number of non-terminals in H (say a linear number in k) we could still hope that good
quality flow-sparsifiers exist in the directed case.
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Chapter 6
Additional Applications
Here give additional applications of vertex sparsification to oblivious routing and to graph
layout problems. The results in this section appear in [49].
6.1 Oblivious Routing
An oblivious routing scheme makes routing decisions based only on the starting and ending
nodes of a routing request (and independently of the current load in the network and what
other routing requests have been made). So routing decisions are based only on local
knowledge, and consequently an oblivious routing scheme can be easily implemented in a
distributed manner. We consider the routing goal of minimizing the congestion in a network
- i.e. minimizing the maximum ratio of load to capacity on any edge.
Then the competitive ratio of an oblivious routing scheme is measured by how well
the oblivious routing scheme performs (with respect to congestion) compared to the per-
formance of the optimal routing scheme with fore-knowledge of what demands need to be
routed. Valiant and Brebner [59] were the first to prove any performance guarantees for
oblivious routing on any network topology, and gave an O(log n)-competitive oblivious
routing algorithm for the hypercube (on n nodes). In a breakthrough paper, Racke [53]
proved that for arbitrary graphs, there are oblivious routing algorithms that are poly(log n)-
competitive. Recently, Racke [54] proved that there are in fact O(log n)-competitive obliv-
ious routing algorithms for general graphs. This performance guarantee even matches the
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competitive ratio of (optimal) adaptive routing algorithms that are given updated knowl-
edge of the loads in the network before being asked to route each successive request!
But consider a related problem: Suppose a service provider is only responsible for
routing requests between some small set of clients. In this setting, an oblivious routing
protocol can make the assumption that all routing requests will have endpoints in some
small set of terminals K. Suppose that IKI = k, and that k2 << O(log n). These routing
requests are certainly allowed to use paths that contain nodes in the entire web graph. We
will call this problem the Steiner oblivious routing problem. If we set K = V, we recover
the original oblivious routing problem in [59].
In this restricted scenario, how well can oblivious routing perform? We could ignore
this promise that all routing requests will be between terminals in K, and we can use the
oblivious routing scheme in [54] and get an oblivious routing scheme that is O(log n)-
competitive, and still based only on local knowledge. But if k2 << (log n), then this is a
trivial guarantee: For each pair (a, b) of terminals, we could alternatively find a minimum
congestion routing of a unit flow from a to b. Then a naive union bound over all (k)
pairs yields a performance guarantee that outperforms the O(log n)-competitive oblivious
routing guarantee!
Here, we give an oblivious routing scheme (which only needs to pre-define a routing
for all pairs of terminals) that achieves an O(log k)-competitive ratio. Hence the guarantee
is logarithmic in the number of clients as opposed to logarithmic in the size of the web
graph.
Theorem 29. There is an algorithm to compute an O(log k)-competitive Steiner oblivious
routing scheme that runs in time polynomial in n and k.
We can use the results in Section 4.2.1 in conjunction with the results in Section 3.2.4
and this immediately implies that we can efficiently construct a distribution A on pairs
Gf,T x R of a 0-decomposition Gf,T and a set of (k) simple paths in G - one connecting
each pair of terminals. Furthermore, this distribution will satisfy the condition that the total
load on any edge e is at most O(log k)c(e) - where the total load is the expected sum of
the capacity cH(a, b) of each edge (a, b) in H for which the corresponding path Rab in R
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connecting a and b uses the edge e.
This distribution in turn defines a Steiner oblivious routing scheme: Each Gf,T is a tree
on K, and hence given a demand vector r', the minimum congestion routing of 'in Gf,T is
the natural routing in which for each pair of terminals a, b E K, we send F',b units of flow
directly on the unique path in Gf,T from a to b. Note that since GJ,T is a flow-sparsifier,
any demand vector r that can be routed in G with congestion at most one, ' has congestion
at most one when routed in Gf,T.
For each pair a, b C K we will determine how to route AG TxRra,b total units of flow
based on Gf,T and R: Let p = a, u1 , U2 , ..Ur, b be the unique simple path connecting a and
b in Gf,T. And let Ra,u,, R,, ... Ru,, denote the set of paths in R connecting a to ui and
Ui to U2, ... Ur to b respectively. Then we will send a total of AGJ,T xRra,b units of flow
along the path p = Ra,ui o Rl, U2 o ..... Ru,,b where o denote the concatenation operator.
Notice that this routing scheme decides how to route between two terminals based only on
the identity of the start and end location and hence this routing scheme is oblivious.
The total amount of flow that we route for each pair of terminals a, b E K is Tab. To
analyze the competitive ratio, suppose that the iF is routable in G with congestion at most
one. Hence r' is routable in each GJ,T with congestion at most one and consequently the
total load incurred by this routing scheme on any edge e will be at most
SAGf, x RIoadGf,T xR(e) < O(log k)c(e)
f,T,K
This routing scheme incurs congestion at most O(log k) when routing ' and so this routing
scheme is O(log k)-competitive.
For comparison, we note that the routing scheme given in Section 3.2.1 are not oblivious
(but can still be computed in time polynomial in the number of terminals, and independent
of the size of G), but can achieve an 0(1)-competitive ratio in graphs that exclude a fixed
minor. The oblivious routing scheme, however, cannot achieve a competitive ratio better
than Q(log k) even in planar graphs [12], [47].
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6.2 Layout Problems
Here we demonstrate another pattern for applying our results: we re-write graph layout
problems using an un-crossing argument. This allows us to prove that the value of solutions
to graph layout problems are approximately preserved by a good quality flow-sparsifier,
although here the optimal value to a layout problem is not determined by a single minimum
cut but rather based on a nested family of minimum cuts. Specifically, we apply our results
on vertex sparsification to Steiner generalizations of minimum cut linear arrangement and
minimum linear arrangement.
The minimum cut linear arrangement problem is defined as: Given an undirected, ca-
pacitated graph G = (V, E) we want to find an ordering of the vertices v1, v2, ... v, which
minimizes the value of
C = max h({vi, v2, ...vi})1<i<n
We can define a natural generalization of this problem in which we are given a set
K C V of size k, and we want to find an ordering of the terminals in K, u1 , U2 , ... uk and
a partition A 1, A2 , ...Ak of the remaining nodes V - K (and let Bi = Ai U {ui}) which
minimizes the value of
CK = max h(Ui<j<jBj)
1<i<k
We will refer to this problem as Steiner minimum cut linear arrangement and we will
refer to the sets Bi as a Steiner layout. We can also give an identical generalization to
minimum linear arrangement too. Here, we can re-write this optimization problem using
an un-crossing argument so that the value only depends on the terminal cut function hK-
Lemma 21. Given an ordering U1 , U2 , ... Uk of the terminals we can find a partition
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of V such that Ai n K = {u2} and
h(Uj>1 A ) = hK({ul, U2, ---. iA)
Proof: The cut function h : 2 v > R+ is a submodular function. So for all S, T c V:
h(S)-+ h(T) > h(S nT)+ h(SU T)
For each i, find a set Bi c V such that BjnK = {U1, U2 , ... U} and h(Bi) = hK({U1, U2, --- -i
Consider the sets B1 and B2 . We can find sets C1, C2 such that C1 C C2 and h(B 1 ) =
h(C 1 ), h(B 2) = h(C 2) and C1 nK =B 1 nK, C2n K = B 2 n K. This is true via
submodularity: Choose C1 = B1 n B 2 and C2 = B1 U B 2.
So C1nK = (B 1nK)n(B2nK) = (B 1nK) and also C2nK = (B 1nK)U(B 2nK)
B 2 n K because B1 n K C B 2 n K.
Also h(B 1)+h(B2) > h(C1 )+h(C2) via submodularity. However h(B 1 ) is the minimal
value of an edge cut separating B 1 n K from K - (B 1 n K) and C1 also separates B 1 n K
from K - (B 1 n K), and a similar statement holds for C2. So the above inequality implies
h(B 1 ) = h(C 1 ), h(B 2) = h(C 2 )
We can continue the above argument and get sets C1, C2, ... Ck such that
h(C) = hK({Ul, U2, ... Uil) and Ci c C2... c Ck
Lastly, we set Ai = Ci - Ut' C. and this implies the lemma.
Since an oa-quality cut-sparsifier preserves all values of hK within an O-factor, we can
once again algorithmically reduce G to a tree at the cost of an O(log k)-factor using Theo-
rem 20. Note that the results of [60] and [23] give polynomial time algorithms for minimum
cut-linear arrangement and minimum linear arrangement when the input graph is a tree.
Also, since GfT is a cut-sparsifier for G and K, we can apply Lemma 21 and this
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implies given a layout for Gf,T of cost C we can find a Steiner layout of cost at most C (for
either the minimum cut linear arrangement or the minimum linear arrangement problems):
Corollary 11. There is a polynomial time O(log k)-approximation algorithm for Steiner
minimum cut linear arrangement.
Corollary 12. There is a polynomial time O(log k)-approximation algorithm for Steiner
minimum linear arrangement.
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Chapter 7
Open Questions
The main open question in this work is whether allowing additional non-terminals can
result in better (or even constant) quality flow-sparsifiers. We do not know of any bound
f(k) for which every graph G and set of k terminals K C V has a constant quality flow-
sparsifier that contains at most f(k) non-terminals.
Open Question 2. Does allowing non-terminals allow a flow-sparsifier to be significantly
more expressive?
Answering this question, either in the positive or negative, may require a significant
departure from the techniques in this thesis. One technical difficulty is that if we allow
non-terminals, the set of good flow-sparsifiers (or even the set of good cut-sparsifiers) is
no-longer convex.
Another interesting question is to determine the integrality gap of the semi-metric re-
laxation for the 0-extension problem. The integrality gap is only known to be bounded
between O( log k ) and Q(Vlog k). Improving the upper bound on this integrality gap
would immediately result in an asymptotic improvement in the quality of both cut and
flow-sparsifiers. In fact, even improving this bound in the case in which the input metric is
f1 would improve the best known bounds for cut-sparsifiers.
Additionally, we do not know of any hardness results for constructing cut or flow-
sparsifiers.
Open Question 3. Is it hard to compute the best quality flow-sparsifier?
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Open Question 4. Is it hard to compute the best quality cut-sparsifier?
An exact algorithm for the congestion minimization problem would immediately yield
an algorithm for computing the best flow-sparsifier, yet we suspect that computing the best
quality cut-sparsifier is computationally difficult.
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